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• March 1, 2023, 11:11, S. Holton - My children are current Gunpowder and PHMS students 

and after careful review, we prefer options A or B (1 or 5) which continue to send our 

students to Perry Hall MS.  

Options C & D (6 & 7) MUST BE ELIMINATED. Those options displace students the most 

and are the most disruptive to our communities. Schools are not just places where the kids 

receive an education - the schools have significant ties to the neighborhoods and provide 

other services outside of the standard school day like social gatherings, volunteer 

opportunities, clubs and extracurricular activities, tutoring, etc. How can the students be 

served by a school that is located further away that has NO TIES to the students' 

neighborhood. Parents may not have the means to get to and from the school outside of bus 

hours and students that were previously zoned for a school within walking distance will now 

be too far away to participate in activities because they *must* ride the bus home. How does 

the school that is 30 minutes away positively impact my street? How will it serve my 

neighbors? It won't. It will just be a place the kids go to learn and they will have no ""stake"" 

in or ""ownership"" of that school. They'll just be visitors passing through and the school 

community will treat them as such. Besides the negative impact on the students, it will have a 

negative impact on my home value. I purchased my home with the expectation that my 

children would attend Perry Hall schools and that if we ever needed to sell, we would be 

zoned in an area with desirable schools. If I wanted my kids to go to Parkville schools, I 

would have purchased in Parkville. Please eliminate options C & D and focus on options A 

& B. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 11:16, A. McKeon - I support Option 1 so that our Carroll Manor 

Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School communities can remain together as 

they have been. I oppose options 5, 6, and 7 as they rip apart kids from their tightly knit 

school, sport and social communities. I will only support an option that keeps Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students going to Cockeysville and/or Ridgely as the current boundary 

lines are drawn. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 11:35, A. Remeto - I am part of the Providence Parent Association (PPA), 

which includes families from Chatterleigh, Hampton Gardens, Historic Hampton, Dogwood 

Hills, Dunellen, and Pineleigh (planning blocks 226, 227, 228, 232, and 233). For the 

primary reasons set forth below and based on committee feedback and voting at the meeting 

on February 22, 2023, I support the following BCPS middle school Options that keep our 

geographic area zoned for Ridgely Middle School: Option 1(A), Option 6(C), and Option 

7(D). Options 1(A), 6(C), and 7(D) retain the strong bond between our community and the 

public schools we cherish, while effectively meeting the BCPS Primary and Secondary 

Considerations outlined in BCPS Rule 1280. I strongly oppose Option 5(B), which is 

inconsistent with BCPS Rule 1280 and would harm our students and irreparably fracture our 

neighborhood. 

1. Efficient school capacity use: According to documents published by BCPS contractor, 

Cropper GIS, Options 6(C) and 7(D) provide the best balance among all options as all 

schools withing the study area are within 3% of the district average of 87% capacity. Option 
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6(C) correctly anticipates future potential population pressure on Ridgely by annexing the 

northwest part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Cockeysville Middle School, which will still 

be below 90% capacity in 2031. Option 7(D) further anticipates population pressure on 

Ridgely by annexing the northeast part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Pine Grove Middle 

School. 

2. Maintaining or increasing diversity: Options 6(C) and 7(D) would maintain Ridgely 

Middle School’s already-diverse student body. Conversely, rezoning children of the PPA 

would not meaningfully change the diversity mix at Loch Raven Technical Academy. 

3. Continuity of neighborhoods: For decades, the children along the Providence Road 

corridor have attended nearby Hampton Elementary School and Ridgely Middle School, 

which are a short distance along the same street to the west of our neighborhood. Family 

planning decisions have been made based on the proximity of these schools and their 

geographic alignment with our community. Many families have multiple children and 

Options 6(C) and 7(D) maintain the same direction of travel for both elementary and middle 

schools. Loch Raven Technical Academy is in the opposite direction from our elementary 

school alignment and sending our children there would be unacceptably disruptive. 

4. Transportation impact and geographic features: Our neighborhoods are naturally bounded 

to the south by I-695 and to the east by the eastern ridge of Cromwell Valley. Ridgely Middle 

School is easily accessible to our community via several routes north of I-695, which impacts 

the timeliness of student arrivals and departures and increases parent involvement at school 

activities. This transportation flexibility for parents is invaluable, while avoiding 

unpredictable congestion of I-695. In contrast, shifting our neighborhoods to Loch Raven 

Technical Academy would mean parents and buses would need to pass through two large 

commercial zones along Goucher Boulevard and Joppa Road. A transportation pattern Loch 

Raven Technical Academy from the northern Providence Road corridor would further 

exacerbate morning and afternoon congestion for the broader community, while harming 

access in an already busy area. 

In summary, Options 6(C) or 7(D) are the best long-term choices. While Options 6(C) and 

7(D) move the highest number of students now, it would mean fewer boundary disruptions in 

the future. As indicated in Cropper GIS’s overview of Options 6(C) and 7(D), these offer the 

best balance among all the schools within the study. The students and families along the 

Providence corridor would be irreparably harmed by redistricting our neighborhood outside 

of its natural bounds. We wish to maintain the strong bonds between our community and our 

public schools, and Options 6(C) and 7(D) are the solutions that best meet this goal. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 11:36, M. Remeto - I am part of the Providence Parent Association (PPA), 

which includes families from Chatterleigh, Hampton Gardens, Historic Hampton, Dogwood 

Hills, Dunellen, and Pineleigh (planning blocks 226, 227, 228, 232, and 233). For the 

primary reasons set forth below and based on committee feedback and voting at the meeting 

on February 22, 2023, I support the following BCPS middle school Options that keep our 

geographic area zoned for Ridgely Middle School: Option 1(A), Option 6(C), and Option 

7(D). Options 1(A), 6(C), and 7(D) retain the strong bond between our community and the 

public schools we cherish, while effectively meeting the BCPS Primary and Secondary 
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Considerations outlined in BCPS Rule 1280. I strongly oppose Option 5(B), which is 

inconsistent with BCPS Rule 1280 and would harm our students and irreparably fracture our 

neighborhood. 

1. Efficient school capacity use: According to documents published by BCPS contractor, 

Cropper GIS, Options 6(C) and 7(D) provide the best balance among all options as all 

schools withing the study area are within 3% of the district average of 87% capacity. Option 

6(C) correctly anticipates future potential population pressure on Ridgely by annexing the 

northwest part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Cockeysville Middle School, which will still 

be below 90% capacity in 2031. Option 7(D) further anticipates population pressure on 

Ridgely by annexing the northeast part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Pine Grove Middle 

School. 

2. Maintaining or increasing diversity: Options 6(C) and 7(D) would maintain Ridgely 

Middle School’s already-diverse student body. Conversely, rezoning children of the PPA 

would not meaningfully change the diversity mix at Loch Raven Technical Academy. 

3. Continuity of neighborhoods: For decades, the children along the Providence Road 

corridor have attended nearby Hampton Elementary School and Ridgely Middle School, 

which are a short distance along the same street to the west of our neighborhood. Family 

planning decisions have been made based on the proximity of these schools and their 

geographic alignment with our community. Many families have multiple children and 

Options 6(C) and 7(D) maintain the same direction of travel for both elementary and middle 

schools. Loch Raven Technical Academy is in the opposite direction from our elementary 

school alignment and sending our children there would be unacceptably disruptive. 

4. Transportation impact and geographic features: Our neighborhoods are naturally bounded 

to the south by I-695 and to the east by the eastern ridge of Cromwell Valley. Ridgely Middle 

School is easily accessible to our community via several routes north of I-695, which impacts 

the timeliness of student arrivals and departures and increases parent involvement at school 

activities. This transportation flexibility for parents is invaluable, while avoiding 

unpredictable congestion of I-695. In contrast, shifting our neighborhoods to Loch Raven 

Technical Academy would mean parents and buses would need to pass through two large 

commercial zones along Goucher Boulevard and Joppa Road. A transportation pattern Loch 

Raven Technical Academy from the northern Providence Road corridor would further 

exacerbate morning and afternoon congestion for the broader community, while harming 

access in an already busy area. 

In summary, Options 6(C) or 7(D) are the best long-term choices. While Options 6(C) and 

7(D) move the highest number of students now, it would mean fewer boundary disruptions in 

the future. As indicated in Cropper GIS’s overview of Options 6(C) and 7(D), these offer the 

best balance among all the schools within the study. The students and families along the 

Providence corridor would be irreparably harmed by redistricting our neighborhood outside 

of its natural bounds. We wish to maintain the strong bonds between our community and our 

public schools, and Options 6(C) and 7(D) are the solutions that best meet this goal. 

 

March 1, 2023, 11:37, M. Remeto - I am part of the Providence Parent Association (PPA), 

which includes families from Chatterleigh, Hampton Gardens, Historic Hampton, Dogwood 
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Hills, Dunellen, and Pineleigh (planning blocks 226, 227, 228, 232, and 233). For the 

primary reasons set forth below and based on committee feedback and voting at the meeting 

on February 22, 2023, I support the following BCPS middle school Options that keep our 

geographic area zoned for Ridgely Middle School: Option 1(A), Option 6(C), and Option 

7(D). Options 1(A), 6(C), and 7(D) retain the strong bond between our community and the 

public schools we cherish, while effectively meeting the BCPS Primary and Secondary 

Considerations outlined in BCPS Rule 1280. I strongly oppose Option 5(B), which is 

inconsistent with BCPS Rule 1280 and would harm our students and irreparably fracture our 

neighborhood. 

1. Efficient school capacity use: According to documents published by BCPS contractor, 

Cropper GIS, Options 6(C) and 7(D) provide the best balance among all options as all 

schools withing the study area are within 3% of the district average of 87% capacity. Option 

6(C) correctly anticipates future potential population pressure on Ridgely by annexing the 

northwest part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Cockeysville Middle School, which will still 

be below 90% capacity in 2031. Option 7(D) further anticipates population pressure on 

Ridgely by annexing the northeast part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Pine Grove Middle 

School. 

2. Maintaining or increasing diversity: Options 6(C) and 7(D) would maintain Ridgely 

Middle School’s already-diverse student body. Conversely, rezoning children of the PPA 

would not meaningfully change the diversity mix at Loch Raven Technical Academy. 

3. Continuity of neighborhoods: For decades, the children along the Providence Road 

corridor have attended nearby Hampton Elementary School and Ridgely Middle School, 

which are a short distance along the same street to the west of our neighborhood. Family 

planning decisions have been made based on the proximity of these schools and their 

geographic alignment with our community. Many families have multiple children and 

Options 6(C) and 7(D) maintain the same direction of travel for both elementary and middle 

schools. Loch Raven Technical Academy is in the opposite direction from our elementary 

school alignment and sending our children there would be unacceptably disruptive. 

4. Transportation impact and geographic features: Our neighborhoods are naturally bounded 

to the south by I-695 and to the east by the eastern ridge of Cromwell Valley. Ridgely Middle 

School is easily accessible to our community via several routes north of I-695, which impacts 

the timeliness of student arrivals and departures and increases parent involvement at school 

activities. This transportation flexibility for parents is invaluable, while avoiding 

unpredictable congestion of I-695. In contrast, shifting our neighborhoods to Loch Raven 

Technical Academy would mean parents and buses would need to pass through two large 

commercial zones along Goucher Boulevard and Joppa Road. A transportation pattern Loch 

Raven Technical Academy from the northern Providence Road corridor would further 

exacerbate morning and afternoon congestion for the broader community, while harming 

access in an already busy area. 

In summary, Options 6(C) or 7(D) are the best long-term choices. While Options 6(C) and 

7(D) move the highest number of students now, it would mean fewer boundary disruptions in 

the future. As indicated in Cropper GIS’s overview of Options 6(C) and 7(D), these offer the 

best balance among all the schools within the study. The students and families along the 
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Providence corridor would be irreparably harmed by redistricting our neighborhood outside 

of its natural bounds. We wish to maintain the strong bonds between our community and our 

public schools, and Options 6(C) and 7(D) are the solutions that best meet this goal. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 12:41, A. Regala - I strongly recommend for Gunpowder Elementary to go 

to PHMS because this is the community where they belong. Option B is my best choice and 

the other choice would be to leave them with what the assignment is now. Other options 

should not be considered.  

 

• March 1, 2023, 13:09, P. T. - Part of Greenbrier community is districted for Dumbarton 

middle but most houses have to send their children to Loch Raven Technical academy. We 

request to be moved to Dumbarton Middle as well. It will build more of a sense of 

community amongst the children n parents in this community. The transition from 

Dumbarton to Towson High would be a lot better for the children to build social connections 

which can be mentally challenging with the current districting. We have good neighbors 

moving out of our neighborhood due to our middle school. They would stay if we had 

Dumbarton middle. The home values would go up which in turn would mean more money in 

taxes to better our Towson community. Thank you for considering this request for change.  

 

• March 1, 2023, 13:18, R. Donovan - I am in favor of option B (all of Gunpowder 

Elementary attends PHMS). I myself have grown up here in the Perry Hall area since birth 

and have since raised my 3 children here as well. When buying our house 14 years ago, 

schools were a factor in our decision (Gunpower Elementary, PHMS and PHHS). Two of my 

three children are currently at Perry Hall Middle School, and I have one child at Gunpowder 

Elementary School; due to attend middle school in 2 years. While school is a place of 

education, it is also a place for community gatherings, volunteer work, afterschool activities, 

etc. Perry Hall Middle School is closer proximity to our home which in turn makes it easier 

for us parents when transportation issues arise. If our children choose to do after school 

activities, it is the parent's responsibility to pick them up from school. My children are 

already acclimated to PHMS, we as a family are familiar with the school, the staff, 

policies/procedures, etc. I truly hope our voices are heard and things remain the way they are 

instead of uprooting an entire school community. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 13:55, K. Seabrease - Not in favor of proposed riderwood to Ridgley change 

to Dumbarton then be a part of a small cohort that moves to dulaney. This would set the kids 

up for an extremely difficult transition when starting high school without a familiar peer 

group. With all of the challenges our children face currently, would not want to add starting 

high school without a peer group.  

 

• March 1, 2023, 14:03, Anonymous - Why do none of the options pull Hampton east of 

Dulaney Valley Road to Pine Grove for middle school? Loch Raven High School is 

contained within that area so that is where the students go to high school. If there’s difficulty 

filling the new seats at Pine Grove and reducing capacity at Ridgely there seems to be an 
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opportunity for making this change. For many streets in Hampton, the drive would be the 

same or only add a little bit of time. Certainly less time then a move to Loch Raven 

Academy.  

There also seems to be sustainable opposition from the community about students crossing 

695 to go to Loch Raven Academy as proposed by option 5, so a move to Pine Grove would 

eliminate the need to travel across the highway and into already congested areas. 

Furthermore, I make the drive down Hampton Lane every morning and afternoon and it’s 

usually a traffic nightmare during commuting times. A move of Hampton to Pine Grove 

would reduce traffic in that area. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 14:53, K. Koepenick  - The Fellowship Forest Community should be 

included in the Dumbarton Middle School district. It makes more sense for kids that will be 

going to Towson High School to get know their peers in Dumbarton vs going to Loch Raven. 

The division line should be along Hillen and Goucher Blvd. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 15:08, N. Nastasi Reigle - I support all of the Fellowship Forest community 

students to be assigned to Dumbarton Middle School. It is a better transition to Towson High 

School rather than the current middle school of Loch Raven.  

 

• March 1, 2023, 15:55, A. Redmer - We strongly support keeping Gunpowder and Kingsville 

Elementary Schools zoned for Perry Hall Middle.  These schools have been part of the fabric 

of the community for generations and moving them to Pine Grove would negatively impact 

our community, as well as require significantly longer bus rides at a time when children are 

already struggling at school.  In discussions with parents at various other schools, there 

seems to be broad consensus around Option 3. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 17:35, D. Rolker - Hoping our neighborhood is redistricted to Dumbarton 

Middle School. Our high school district is Towson High. Our elementary school district is 

Hampton. This would be the best transition for our children.  

 

• March 1, 2023, 19:21, J. Sanders - My family lives in the Hampton neighborhood, and will 

not support a shift in middle schools from Ridgely to Loch Raven Tech. John Sanders 

 

• March 1, 2023, 21:00, A. Pyles - NA 

 

• March 1, 2023, 21:39, C. Malinski - The number 1 reason we chose to purchase our home 

was due to its location being in-boundary for Ridgley Middle School (and Mays Chapel ES). 

I’m angry and frustrated that just few years later we are on the chopping block to be moved 

to another middle school district. Parents don’t make school and home purchase decisions 

lightly- we plan our entire family’s life and education around these choices and once made 

they can’t just be undone. It feels like we’ve gotten the “bait and switch”.  Please do not 

consider options 6 and 7- which were added in late in the game to this boundary study- and 

keep the families who have purposefully moved to the Ridgely MS zone- where they are. We 
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chose this zone based on reputation and test scores of the the school and will be devastated if 

this changes.  

 

• March 1, 2023, 21:42, D. Lewis - We live in Fellowship Forest. When we moved to the 

neighborhood in 2005, my son (who was in the 8th grade at the time) was assigned to attend 

Loch Raven. Due to a special circumstance he was able to attend Dumbarton. As a new kid it 

was SO critical and impactful that he went to Dumbarton. He was able to bond with the other 

neighborhood kids (who also went to Dumbarton) and made for a smooth transition to 

Towson High School where he already had several friends. I strongly support our 

neighborhood being unified with the same middle school of Dumbarton. 

 

• March 1, 2023, 23:33, A. Cantrell - My children attend Carroll Manor Elementary school 

and we bought our home knowing we were attending Ridgely MS. This rezoning will send 

my children to Pine Grove MS instead, separate them from their friends, and be further 

(longer bus ride) from our home.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 08:28, A. Schulz - I am strongly against option 6C of splitting our very small 

community of Kingsville students going to Pine Grove Middle! We are currently 100% at 

PHMS and it should be kept that way  

 

• March 2, 2023, 08:37, A. Hoffman - The plan 6 and 7 which would split mays chapel 

elementary school from ridgley to Cockeysville makes ridgley overwhelmingly white and 

Cockeysville overwhelmingly black. This needs to be taken in to consideration as you will 

have a large group of families leaving for private school.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 09:33, K. Streiff - We want to keep Carroll Manor with the jacksonville 

community. They belong together.  The Carroll Manor and Jacksonville kids they have 

bonded through rec sports, community events, Church, etc and need to stay together. 

This is affecting the kids that have been through the pandemic and  this would cause 

additional undue stress. This would affect kids that are already halfway through Middle 

School. We only support map 1 & 4." 

 

• March 2, 2023, 10:30, A.  - NO to option 6 and 7.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 10:53, N. Marchesiello - I'm writing to show my support for redistricting 

local middle schools and rezone the Fellowship Forest (including Ridgewood Rd) to 

Dumbarton MS. This rezoning would support student transition from middle school to high 

school and would create a stronger community peer base. Today, most the students attending 

Loch Raven Academy later transition to Loch Raven High School, but our (Fellowship 

Forest) students go on to attend Towson High with very few known peers and the added 

social stressor of having to start over again forging new relationships with new peers at a 

difficult time of emotional and mental health and development. Additionally, as our 

neighborhood is currently split to attend two different middle schools, our students have 
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difficulty finding peers even within their own neighborhood. If our students were to attend 

Dumbarton MS, the transition to Towson HS would be a much smoother and safe one.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 10:58, S. P. - Currently our district feeds into two middle schools, Ridgely 

Middle and Cockeysville Middle School (CMS). We feel that this boundary study is a great 

opportunity to allow the entire CMES community to transition to the same middle school, 

allowing for relationships and support from peers to be maintained at such a pivotal point in 

their lives. As a result, we are NOT in favor of maps 5 and 6. 

However, we are in FAVOR of MAP 1, which shows all of CMES being zoned for CMS. 

That being said, we are NOT in favor of Map 7, which has the entire CMES community 

attending Pine Grove Middle School (PGMS), for the following reasons: 

Maps 7 splits CMES and Jacksonville Elementary School (JES) students into 2 different 

middle schools. The Baldwin/Jacksonville area is a tight knit small community that interacts 

as one town, sharing the same rec council, local shopping areas and parks. The Carroll Manor 

Rec Council interacts with the Cockeysville and Timonium area rec councils as well. Being 

able to further grow these relationships and build on the time already invested is priceless, 

and therefore, it would be extremely beneficial to keep JES and CMES zoned for the same 

middle school, preferably Cockeysville Middle. 

Sending our children to PGMS puts them in Carney, an area that is not part of our local 

community. Throughout their Middle School years, they will build new relationships that 

will again be cut off, since upon graduating middle school, they will be part of a very small 

group of students from PGMS attending Dulaney High School (DHS), located in the 

Timonium/Cockeysville area. Again, our children will be experiencing a move into a new 

town, a new group of peers, at another pivotal moment in their lives where some familiarity 

could be so beneficial for them. It seems it would be much more cohesive to have the 

children from CMES and JES attend middle and high schools in the same area. 

In summary, our hope is that this boundary study will result in an option that will keep 

CMES and JES students together in the CMS boundary. Thank you for your consideration. 

 

• March 2, 2023, 11:11, J. Nies - When watching the boundary study meeting it was talking 

about keeping Elementary school communities together.  In option 6/c the Kingsville 

Elementary School is being divided between two middle schools.  This would impact 82 

students and not allow these students to have peers to transition to middle school. In option 

6/c is their an option to move those 82 students back to Perry Hall Middle? 

 

• March 2, 2023, 11:20, A. Ortiz - ELIMINATE OPTIONS 6 & 7. The Providence Parents 

Association are SPAMMING the comment log with the same prepared statement and I find it 

concerning that one very small group could make it so hard for other voices to be heard/seen. 

They are pushing Option 6 which displaces more students and will create HUGE 

transportation issues. More importantly, we should really eliminate ALL OPTIONS. Golden 

Ring MS is *closing*! So this new school, which is located not too far from GRMS, is 

essentially a replacement school, right? Why are we even considering displacing so many 

students all around central/northeast Baltimore Co and burdening an already overwhelmed 
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transportation system when the most logical solution would be to have all current GRMS 

feeder schools go to the new school? I suggest absolutely no changes at all, except to assign 

the new school to the existing GRMS feeder schools. It looks like only Option A (previously 

called 1) would allow existing GRMS feeder schools to continue to the new school. So, if we 

can’t just eliminate this whole boundary process, we should support Option A. However, as a 

Gunpowder Elem parent, if we must chose from the remaining four options, I will only 

support options A or option B (also called 5) because it keeps my community intact and 

allows our students to attend a school that actually serves our community.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 11:21, A. S. - Please consider another option where our children from 

Riderwood Elementary can remain zoned for Ridgely MS and then Dulaney HS. All 

proposed options have them going from Riderwood Elementary to Dumbarton MS and then 

back to Dulaney HS. This middle school change will greatly and negatively impact their 

transition into high school, as all of their peers will then be going to Towson HS. We will be 

forced to consider a move if our children are forced into Dumbarton MS just to be sent back 

to Dulaney HS. If they are allowed to stay at Ridgely MS, they will make new friends and 

form new bonds in middle school that can then be carried with them throughout their high 

school career. I hope to see a new option where this is considered. This will include only a 

small group of students, and I hope they can be accommodated. We moved to this area for 

the schools and it is extremely upsetting that we are negatively affected by this change.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 12:06, C. Lee - Keep GES students at GES 

 

• March 2, 2023, 18:16, T. Voegtlin - Hello, No matter the option chosen my younger 

daughter (a current 4th grader) will attend Dumbarton Middle when her older sister (a current 

7th grader) attends Ridgely. After middle school my younger daughter will go to Dulaney 

High. My main concern is many of the students that she will attend Dumbarton with will 

attend Towson High. So she will go to a completely different high school knowing very few 

students especially at a vulnerable time. The committee wants 100% of students from 

Riderwood to attend Dumbarton Middle and not split an elementary school, but that will split 

a middle school instead. I would much rather have her attend Riderwood, Ridgely, and 

Dulaney as planned and follow her social groups formed in elementary to middle to high. 

Going to Ridgely allowed my older daughter to make friends and find social groups to 

prepare for high school at Dulaney. My younger daughter will make friends and social 

groups at Dumbarton then have to go to a different high school from her peers. I understand 

that no option will be perfect and satisfy everyone, but I feel elementary schools should have 

been allowed to be on the committee since the outcome will effect their children’s middle 

school placement. Thank you for your time.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 18:46, D. Ingram - Has a bus evaluation been done for option? If not, add 

this to your proposal and determine the length of time a child will spend on the bus, Also 

consider that the further away a home school is, the more difficult it will be to try and get 

your child to child in a timely manner when the bus doesn’t show up. 
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• March 2, 2023, 19:36, N. Reigle - My community, Fellowship Forest, is now divided 

between 2 middle schools which are Loch Raven Academy and Dumbarton MS. With new 

lines being drawn, it would be beneficial if the entire neighborhood could go to Dumbarton. 

The students in my neighborhood (136 homes) all go to Hampton Elementary and Towson 

High School. It would be easier for the students and the families if they all were able to 

attend the same middle school. Dumbarton feeds into Towson High School so the transition 

would be easier for the students. 

 

• March 2, 2023, 19:38, A. Schulz  - I STRONGLY oppose to option 6C that will split 

Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small 

community with a small number of kids attending Perry Hall Middle School, this should 

remain the same. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and 

mentally. Was any thought given to the impact it will have on these kids at this age?  

 

• March 2, 2023, 20:33, J. Mohr - Carroll manor and Jacksonville are a close community and 

should stay together. Maps 5,6 and 7 tear them apart. We need to bring back map 4 or use 

map 1 for this. Carroll manor students should go to cockeysville middle.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 20:42, R.  - Kingsville Elementary School I strongly oppose to option 6C 

that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a 

small community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option 

will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 20:46, L. Rayner - I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville 

Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a 

small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative 

effect on our children socially and mentally. 

 

• March 2, 2023, 20:55, J.  - Kingsville Elementary School I strongly oppose to option 6C that 

will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small 

community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will 

have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally.  

 

• March 2, 2023, 20:56, J. Rayner  - I strongly oppose option 6C until administration, teachers 

and Perry Hall parents learn what it takes to properly educate children. Perry Hall’s test 

scores are horrible and we want no part of it. 

 

• March 2, 2023, 21:32, G. Jones - I feel strongly that it is important to maintain the 

continuity of our neighborhood. 

 

• March 2, 2023, 21:46, S. Seward - We like options 6 best and 7 second of the remaining 

options.  
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• March 2, 2023, 22:23, B. Schulz - Strongly opposed to what the county is proposing. Start 

thinking about the effects of your decisions on the children. Kingsville is a small community 

of children that achieve and appreciate the closeness of their community. Leave well enough 

alone.  

• March 2, 2023, 22:47, L. Volikas - Hello, this is going to be a little long so bear with me.  In 

my experience, in the past week I have been able to be in touch with people from a number 

of different zones throughout BCPS who are invested in this Boundary Study. Of the original 

seven options, the one that had the broadest support amongst everyone I have spoken to has 

been Option 3.  I have rarely seen anyone who has opposed it, though admitted this is only 

from people who are self-selected in terms of wanting to engage in talking about the 

Boundary Study and different maps. There are some negatives to the map, specifically 

regarding suboptimal Utilization of some schools.  I believe that small tweaks to this Option 

3 would produce an option with the most widespread support, the smallest number of people 

opposing it and would be the least disruptive option to current communities.  So, I feel it 

would be valuable for the Committee and representatives from Cropper GIS Consulting to 

look at this and ideally offer this map as an option for the upcoming Public Hearings. 

Every single one of the tweaks I am suggesting are present on other Options so I believe they 

would be reasonable changes. 

Start with Option 3.   

Move PB 214 (13 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS 

Move PB 224 (18 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS 

Move PB 415 (15 students) from Loch Raven Academy to Pine Grove MS 

Move PB 520 (2 students), 529 (18 students), 530 (17 students), 531 (22 students) from Perry 

Hall MS to Pine Grove MS  

Move PB 701 (1 student) from Parkville MS to Loch Raven Academy  

Move PB 931 (0 students) and PB 924 (35 students) from Middle River MS to New 

Northeast MS 

Move PB 942 (63 students) from Middle River MS to Stemmers Run MS 

Move PB 1025 (17 students) from Stemmers Run MS to Middle River MS 

Statistics: 

• Live and Attend Students Impacted would be 1589.  This is comparable to Option 1 (A) 

and much better than any of Options 5 (B), 6 (C) or 7 (D).  This is less disruption of our 

communities from the current zoning 

• Updated MS utilization would be: 

o Cockeysville MS: from -136 to -105 students (90%) 

o Dumbarton MS: -196 (82%) 

o Loch Raven Academy: -113 to -127 students (87%) 

o Middle River MS: -65 to -146 (86%) 

o Parkville MS: -134 to -135 (88%) 

o Perry Hall MS: -125 to -184 (89%) 

o Pine Grove MS: -219 to -145 (89%) 

o Ridgely MS: from -77 to -108 (90%) 

o Stemmers Run MS: -200 to -154 (87%) 
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o New Northeast: -220 to -185 (86%) 

o So outside of the outlier of Dumbarton MS, all of the other schools range from 86% to 

90% utilization which seems pretty ideal and allows any school to absorb additional students 

that may be added to their area in the future. 

• Elementary to Middle School Splits would 14: 

o Chase ES would not split 

o Halstead Academy would not split 

o Padonia ES would not split 

o Vincent Farm ES would not split 

o Warren ES would not split  

o Oakleigh ES would now split to 2 Middle Schools instead of 3 

o Seneca ES and Gunpowder ES would now get split to 2 Middle Schools each compared 

to baseline Option 3 

o 14 splits for ES to MS is the same or better than most of the options being considered 

• MS to HS splits would be 14, consistent with most options 

• Demographics: I would not be able to calculate any of the diversity numbers, but I think 

this would not be dramatically different from any of Options 1/2/3/4/5 which all had quite 

good diversity at the schools. 

• Walk Zone Counts: as with all the options, the Walk Zone counts should remain the same 

2,068 for this new option. 

I think this option overall does a great job at addressing all of the points being looked at 

while also being one that I fully believe will be widely accepted by those in the impacted 

communities.  The relatively small number of students who would be zoned into new middle 

schools will allow many families having the continuity of siblings going to the same school 

they are already familiar. 

• Thank you for your attention in this matter. 

 

• March 2, 2023, 22:47, J. Beal - I am writing as a parent of 4 younger children and as a 

concerned homeowner in the Providence Road corridor. I am also communicating that the 

Providence Parents Association and myself support Options 1/A, 6/C, and 7/D, while we 

strongly oppose Option 5/B. 

 

• March 3, 2023, 05:28, S.  - Please continue to keep the Kingsville Elementary School 

together by advancing them to Perry Hall Middle School. Thank you  

 

• March 3, 2023, 07:30, M. B Amey - I live in the Fellowship Forest community.  I urge you 

to approve assigning our community to Dumbarton Middle School instead of the current 

assignment to Loch Raven Academy.  Fellowship Forest students go to Towson High School, 

accordingly they should make their transition to High School with their Middle School 

classmates! 
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• March 3, 2023, 07:52, J. Rains - I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split kingsville 

elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove Middle School. This option will have a 

negative effect on our children socially and mentally. 

 

• March 3, 2023, 10:22, V. Sanders - Please do not redistrict the Hampton community to Loch 

Raven Academy. As many of this community, we specifically moved to this neighborhood 

for the public school system, especially Hampton Elementary and Ridgely Middle. Hampton 

and Ridgely have been longtime centerpieces of our community and are important to 

maintain. Our community has long standing ties to these schools and thrives with 

engagement through them. They help facilitate a healthy, active, engaged community through 

events, recreational sports, fundraisers, etc. These are our neighborhood schools and it would 

adversely affect not only our children but also the community to redistrict our middle school 

away from Ridgely. I urge you to consider an alternative solution and maintain the Hampton 

community’s borders inside the Ridgely Middle district.  

 

• March 3, 2023, 11:32, R. Odengo - Do not take kids from Kingsville elementary to Pine 

Grove 

 

• March 3, 2023, 13:46, C. Marchiori - Children develop beautiful childhood relationships 

and memories with their elementary school friends. We live off of Goucher Blvd and our 

elementary school is Hampton Elementary School. Many of the children who attend 

Hampton Elementary will attend Dumbarton Middle School. Our middle school is Loch 

Raven Academy so the children in our community are separated from their established 

childhood friendships and that's so disappointing. 

I vote for redistricting of the middle school boundaries. 

 

• March 3, 2023, 15:31, L. Matthews - I only support an option that keeps all Carroll Manor 

Elementary students going to Cockeysville MS and/or Ridgely MS because I believe it is 

imperative that our Carroll Manor students continue to be immersed within our community 

with their Jacksonville Elementary school friends and families.  Our CMES & JES students 

are one tight knit community who should be treated as such; our kids are together just as 

much (if not more) than they are with their peers just within the walls of their respective 

schools.  We share a community/senior center, sports rec council, dance studios, after school 

clubs etc.  Continuity and consistency are some of the most important pillars of maintaining a 

sense of belonging and inclusion.  We do not want to jeopardize that for our children and for 

our families.  Thank you. 

 

• March 3, 2023, 16:56, L. Herron - With this redistribution of school lines, every bus driver 

will be working longer hours and that will put a lot of pressure on them and parents too. 

 

• March 3, 2023, 18:38, l.  - I no longer have kids affected by these changes, but we moved to 

this area long ago based on the schools and recognize the importance of the continuity of 

relationships that occur when students stay together through school, sports and community. 
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This is especially clear after the isolation and the social-emotional impact that covid had on 

all students. It seems contraindicated at this time, of all times, to consider breaking up 

communities just as students are emerging from this crisis. For students to go from CMES to 

Pine Grove back to DHS, seems irrational and disruptive unnecessarily, and as others have 

said, does not meet many of the stated goals. We waited for years to have a new high school, 

we are still waiting; this is just another area where BCPS and baltimore county fail to meet 

the needs of its constituents 

 

• March 3, 2023, 20:13, S. Philips - We really need to understand the high school plans. 

Outside the beltway in Lutherville-Timonium to Dumbarton is a pretty significant distance 

and we've engaged in LTRC vs TRC to acclimate our children to the children nearby who we 

thought they'd be joining at Ridgely. But more importantly, Riderwood to Dumbarton to 

Dulaney seems like it would be bad for the children and any continuity of friends. 

Dumbarton to Towson or Ridgely to Dulaney (or Towson) works but Dumbarton to 

Dulaney? I don't think that works.  

 

• March 4, 2023, 07:24, R. Myers - Where is the new school being built? 

 

• March 4, 2023, 11:17, M. Abbruzzese - According to the proposed changes, my Lutherville 

neighborhood of Seminary Overlook which is currently Riderwood ES - Ridgely MS - 

Dulaney HS will change to Dumbarton MS, but still Dulaney HS? That will be a bad 

experience for our kids! While it’s great that 100% of Riderwood will go to Dumbarton, it 

will be very challenging for them to then go to Dulaney with a very small amount of friends 

if any. And if they switch to Towson, it is a far bus ride/commute. Keep our kids closer to 

their community schools! 

 

• March 4, 2023, 11:53, T. Walinski - none 

 

• March 4, 2023, 15:27, S. Driscoll  - This boundary study is not welcome for Ridgely Middle 

School.  We moved to this area so my children can attend this school just like their father 

has. If this relocation of middle schools goes through it will be a disruption to our 

neighborhood and community. Nobody wants this change leave students and families alone. 

This will affect our home values. I’m very upset this is even being considered. Stephanie 

Driscoll  

 

• March 4, 2023, 16:14, K. S  - Thank you for listening to all our comments. I am commenting 

on behalf of the Carroll Manor Elementary community. We are 80/20 split to cockeysville 

and ridgely middle schools and would like to keep it that way or at the very least send all of 

us to cockeysville to keep our community together. (Map 1/A)  We interact with Jacksonville 

in many aspects, we are intertwined with sports, recreation, social outings with our 

Jacksonville community and would like to keep our kids together through middle school. Our 

lives are in the Jacksonville and cockeysville/timonium area; very rarely are we taken east 

(where some of the plans would take us - pine grove).  
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Secondly, why is the replacement school that is so far from our area affecting us that 

drastically? If golden ring is closing and there is a replacement school for those students, 

that’s great; and the expansion of pine grove will accommodate that area’s over crowding 

which is fabulous; so why is this affecting schools in the central area at all?? Please keep the 

continuity of our community together! Thanks. 

 

• March 4, 2023, 21:28, K. S - My family and I live in Towson and are a part of the 

Knollwood community. This is the second boundary study that we have been a part of and 

it’s exhausting. Again, we find ourselves carved out from the rest of our neighbors in our 

community and possibly assigned to a separate school. I just want to live in a neighborhood 

and actually feel a part of the community. We live in a court where the entire rest of the 

neighborhood goes to Stoneleigh Elementary and Dumbarton Middle and here our handful of 

homes could possible be broken out again and slated for Loch Raven. Neighborhoods 

shouldn’t be broken up especially if there is no natural or traffic barrier. Of the 4 options 

listed, I’m only for A and B  

 

• March 5, 2023, 05:40, J. King - 100% of the Mays Chapel community should go to 

Cockeysville to maintain a sense of community. It never made sense that a portion of the 

school was sent to Ridgely. I believe it would be a consistent and positive change that we 

have not seen on the other map options.  

 

• March 5, 2023, 13:55, J. Hatcher - I have heard this come up on social media and through 

word of mouth but haven't seen it part of this log yet. I wanted to make sure this point made 

its way here: The data indicating 100% of Jacksonville Elementary goes to Cockeysville 

Middle is not accurate. JES divides a large portion into Hereford Middle. By pulling Carroll 

Manor students away from CMS and all the way to Parkville??! you are harming the JES 

students who will then enter Cockeysville Middle with even less of their community peers. 

My children are involved in activities with Carroll Manor children and it is critical for the 

well being of our community and our children's social and emotional health that they are kept 

together in middle school and beyond! 

 

• March 5, 2023, 17:57, E. Anderson - I’m fully in separate of options 4, 5, 6 and 7.  This 

would allow for my students to attend middle school with the same students throughout 

elementary and middle schools.  

 

• March 5, 2023, 21:02, E. S - I am currently a 7th grader at Ridgely Middle School. I went to 

Riderwood Elementary and will go on to Dulaney HS. I have had good experiences at my 

schools, and I would like to see my younger siblings have the same experiences as I did, at 

the same schools. I think another option, where the students in my neighborhood can stay at 

Riderwood/Ridgely/Dulaney would be best for a lot of families. Please reconsider these 

changes. 
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• March 5, 2023, 21:14, R. S - I am an 8th grade student at Ridgely MS. Ever since I started 

Ridgely, I've been telling my teachers that my younger siblings will be in their classes soon. 

I've also been showing my siblings the school and they've been getting excited. To change 

this would be devastating. I think there should be an option that allows Riderwood 

Elementary students to go to Ridgely MS rather than Dumbarton. 

 

• March 5, 2023, 21:21, P. Sacks -  I have four children. One of them will be at Delaney High 

School next year, one will be at Ridgely, and two will be at Riderwood Elementary with the 

plan that they would matriculate at Ridgely when they graduated Riderwood. We specifically 

moved into our current home because of the schools that we were zoned for. It is unfair of us 

to ask our children to transfer to another school because of this rezoning, and it puts an undue 

burden on our family to split our children up between multiple middle schools. Please 

consider an additional option that would allow families who have children currently enrolled 

at Ridgely Middle School to remain at Ridgely and to have the opportunity to send younger  

siblings enrolled at Riderwood to Ridgely as well.  

 

• March 5, 2023, 23:01, S. Murphy - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 
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children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 5, 2023, 00:04, L. Volikas - I've come to the conclusion that Central Area largely has 

a consensus that they prefer Option 1 (AKA Option A).  Basically that option is the least 

disruptive to the Central Area which really doesn't need any large scale changes since no 

schools are being built or expanded in the Central Area.  The Central Area map was exactly 

the same for all of Options 1, 2, and 3.  The Committee has said that they will ""uses aspects 

other maps"" if appropriate and combined options - I would propose using Option 1 for the 

Central Area (i.e. how that maps feeds to Cockeysville MS, Ridgely MS, Loch Raven 

Academy & Dumbarton MS) for every since map and focus on the different options in the 

Northeast area to find as broad a consensus there.   

If you want, you can tweak the Central Area from Maps 1-3 slightly to improve the ES to MS 

splits.  Specifically: 

* Move PB 214 (13 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS [Padonia ES] 

* Move PB 224 (18 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS [Warren ES] 

* Move PB 701 (1 student) from Parkville MS to Loch Raven Academy [Halstead Academy] 

This would allow all of Padonia ES, Warren ES and Halstead Academy to all not be split 

(fewer ES->MS splits) and improve the Ridgely MS utilization to 90%. I expect this setup 

would be pretty acceptable to most everyone in the Central Area. 

 

• March 5, 2023, 00:40, S.  - Perry Hall Schools are overcrowded and it severely affecting 

performance. We need a new middle school. Also desparately need building updates 

especially in the elementary school.  
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• March 6, 2023, 06:07, M. Ramsburg - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
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emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 06:11, J. - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary 

Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public 

School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
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patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 06:46, K. Evans - I am member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 
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disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 06:57, S. Wilson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 
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community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 06:59, H. Stanley - I strongly feel that Kingsville children should go 100% 

to Perry Hall Middle. I'm against any plan to split the children from our small community 

and send them to Pine Grove Middle School. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 07:32, P. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 
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by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children." 

 

• March 6, 2023, 07:34, L. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 
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For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children." 
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• March 6, 2023, 08:03, H. Bye - am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary 

Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public 

School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
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emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 08:25, A. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
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patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 09:04, A.- I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville 

Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a 

small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative 

effect on our children socially and mentally.  

 

• March 6, 2023, 09:58, M.  - I oppose option 6c that split Kingsville Elementary school 

 

• March 6, 2023, 11:26, A. Champagne - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 
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Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 11:38, E. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community.  

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 
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impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children." 

 

• March 6, 2023, 12:36, K. Kimball - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 
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Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children." 

 

• March 6, 2023, 12:39, B. Nowakowski  - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 
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Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 
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• March 6, 2023, 12:52, K. S - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary 

Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public 

School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
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emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children 

 

March 6, 2023, 13:00, B. J - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary 

Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public 

School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community.  

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
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patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 13:11, J. Burton - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community.  

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 
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disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 14:00, M. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 
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community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 14:01, P. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 
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it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children." 

 

• March 6, 2023, 14:16, E. Francia - I don’t want to be selfish but if it’s high school I will 

vote for any of this option but now my daughter will not be affected by this change and I just 

embrace the the zoned school that I was assigned because I don’t have any faith in the 

Baltimore county’s school system that is unfair and not systematic at all !!!  

 

• March 6, 2023, 14:56, K. - I’ve looked at all the options and it doesn’t make sense to me that 

when you build a new middle school to alleviate overcrowding, 8 out of the 10 affected 

schools will get more crowded. Shouldn’t building another middle school make things less 

crowded? Is this only helping 2 schools but making it worse for 8 more? Am I missing 

something?  
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• March 6, 2023, 15:11, S. Pugatch - Hello, A large reason why I purchased a home in the 

Mays Chapel chappelgate community is the school district, which includes Ridgely Middle 

School. Options C and D are unacceptable to me as it re-zones my house to Cockeysville 

middle. This is a huge drop off in Middle School quality and rank across the state. According 

to the source below, it is a drop from 35th in the state to 91st. This not only impacts my 

children, one who is on the autism spectrum and will need all the help he can get by middle 

school, but also the home values. With interest rates rising and home values sky high, people 

will not be in a position to move. It is not fair to pull the rug from underneath us in this way. 

School rank source: 

https://www.usnews.com/education/k12/middle-schools/maryland" 

 

• March 6, 2023, 16:09, K. Edwards - I'm a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Publish School's Central Region.  Our community intertwines and meaningfully integrates 

the communities of both Carroll Manor and Jacksonville Elementary in support of our 

families and children.  On the heels of 2+ years interrupted by COVID and associated 

precaution within BCPS and our communities, I'd like to think that we could all responsibly 

agree that for our students currently in elementary school who would be most impacted by 

the boundary study impacts over the next 5 years, we focus on re-establishing and 

maintaining a predictable environment that would promote social and emotional well-being, 

which then promotes and encourages an environment that's most conducive to these same 

students developing and thriving academically.  Respectfully, to me this means that boundary 

studies for the Northeast Area Middle School should minimize community disruption and 

strives to maximize continuity of communities to the greatest extent possible - across ALL 

boundaries.  Timing is very important, and now (even 2024/2025) does not feel to be 

responsible timing to create another major disruption in these students' foundational 

academic years - so although this applies to the other communities as well, in the one I'm 

representing this means unequivocally that we should not split the Carroll Manor and 

Jacksonville Community nor choose any option that does not minimize disruption to the 

students.  This rules out the current maps B, C, and D and encourages that the most 

responsible option that maximizes continuity of community and stability for the most 

students is Map A (formerly map 1) or a variation of the same if any modifications can be 

made to further lessen impacts to students in other zones.  

Additionally, Map 1 (or a more favorable variation of Map 1) minimizes disruption from 

Elementary to Middle and then later Middle to High School.   

Another factor to consider, our families in the Jacksonville and Carroll Manor communities 

frequent and have daily ""life impacts"" in the Timonium, Cockeysville, Hunt Valley area.  

This includes older children attending Dulaney High School which is in close proximity to 

Cockeysville Middle School.  Disrupting this family ""life flow"" will negatively impact the 

very students that BCPS and this committee is to be representing and serving.  I imagine that 

the other communities and zones have similar efficiencies they'd like to maintain in the best 

interest of their students as well. 
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With a new school in the northeast area / communities, it seems the more the boundary 

impact can be isolated to a smaller geographic area that higher probability that a solution can 

be achieved with minimum disruption.  I do not see how extending the boundary impact into 

the central zones / communities helps to achieve the stated objectives for this study, BCPS or 

the overall student population's best interest. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.  I truly value the best interest of all of 

our students and communities potentially impacted and hope a solution is selected that 

minimizes disruption for all. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 16:14, L.  - I like option 6 

 

• March 6, 2023, 16:41, K. Vocci - I am writing in support of the proposal that uses Goucher 

Boulevard as the dividing line between Loch Raven Academy and Dumbarton middle school 

districts. Children from the neighborhoods of Fellowship Forest, Greenbrier, and Knollwood 

should not have to cross such a busy road to get to school. Moreover, graduating from 

Dumbarton Middle to Towson High would be a smooth transition for the children of the 

above neighborhoods and conducive to community building among our youth and parents. 

Setting Goucher Blvd as the dividing line would also make sense in terms of overcrowding 

problems (Dumbarton Middle School has space for the children of the aforementioned 

neighborhoods and Loch Raven Middle School could be used to help solve the overcrowding 

of Perry Hall). 

 

• March 6, 2023, 17:22, B. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community.  

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 
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Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children." 

 

• March 6, 2023, 17:29, C. Hartsell - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 
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by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 18:37, J. Sheffield - We are a Riderwood family that is currently zoned for 

Ridgely. We STRONGLY OPPOSE the proposed change to Dumbarton. There needs to be 

an option that allows us to remain at Ridgely and/or the Riderwood community needs to be 

removed from this study.  

Dumbarton is further away (more than double the distance) and pulls us away from our 

Lutherville Timonium community where we have INTENTIONALLY built social, sports 

and activity connections. We are VERY CONCERNED about our students then going from 

Dumbarton to Dulaney. These locations and communities are not close at all and our students 
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will be at a significant social disadvantage having to start all over again in a high school 

where there are just a few (very few) familiar students. Our Riderwood kids would be the 

only ones going to Dulaney. To be clear, we DO NOT want to be zoned for Towson High.  

It is frustrating that central schools and communities are negatively impacted.  We have 

already been through so much with how BCPS handled COVID and the delayed return to 

school. My child was significantly affected by virtual learning both academically and 

socially. We are just barely getting back on track. This just throws another unnecessary 

challenge to social development and recovery by sending us to a school further away and one 

that will make for a difficult transition from middle to high school.  

The Riderwood community currently zoned for Ridgely wants to remain unchanged.  

 

• March 6, 2023, 18:50, C. Wilmoth - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 
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Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children" 

 

• March 6, 2023, 19:07, M. K - Hello.  I am writing to express concern over new 

developments in the NE area that are affecting elementary enrollment and ultimately middle 

and high school.  Vincent Farm opened for students as a new school 11 years ago.  It has 

been redistricted twice, once as a relief that sent many students to Chapel Hill and most 

recently with Rossville.  Rossville affected a minimal amount of students at VFES (under 

20).   

Vincent Farm Elementary is currently over 100% capacity.  The school is capacity rated for 

689.  This school year, over 750 students are enrolled.  Projections for 2027 show the school 

being at 140% over capacity with almost 961 students.  That is larger than several of the 

middle schools included in the study and not in any way conducive for learning, especially 

for our youngest students.   

I believe the overcrowding is due to the plethora of homes being built in Greenleigh and 

along Campbell Blvd.  The NE area is being inundated with new developments.   

Unless the problem is addressed at the elementary level, I believe it will follow these children 

thru middle and high school.   Please consider the new housing neighborhoods when making 

decisions.   

 

• March 6, 2023, 19:14, A. Osmeyer - Keep the boundaries as they are. There is no need to 

change them.  

 

• March 6, 2023, 19:18, N. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary 

Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public 

School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 
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Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. Thank you, Natalie Fil 
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• March 6, 2023, 20:00, K. Beninghove - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community.  

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
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emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. Sincerely, Kelly Beninghove 

 

• March 6, 2023, 20:55, P. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary 

Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public 

School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
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patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 21:08, B. Wassenius - CMES Community Letter I am a member of the 

Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville 

area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-

knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained 

within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast 

Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four 

boundary map options present to our community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 
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disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 21:12, M. Lashley - Keep our schools intact 

 

• March 6, 2023, 21:14, M. Hellmers - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 
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Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

March 6, 2023, 21:15, A. Wolfsheimer - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 
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C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 21:33, B. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 
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Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 21:51, G. Fortuna - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 
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elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 
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Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 22:08, R. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 
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community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 22:09, B. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 
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Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 22:28, S. K - I vote for Option C. I am a parent of two children who would 

go from Carroll Manor Elementary to Ridgely Middle School. My community feeds to 

Ridgely Middle.  I have one child going to Ridgley MS and another will be going to Ridgley 

starting from session 23-24. Changing the school boundary means that they will have to cut 

off the relations with friends, teachers and staff and establish new relationships for only a 

short period of time to another school. Middle school is an important part of  a student's life, 

disrupting it with changing boundaries can not be helpful for their success. The community 

just started to  come back to a normal life after COVID 19 situations and this will again put a 

lot of stress on students, parents, their work schedule, extra curricular activities in one word, 

their daily life. I moved to my current address to make sure that my children go to Ridgely 

Middle. This is the same for many. Changing school boundaries is not fair to a lot of parents 

who did the same. Option D is totally unacceptable because it will put a lot of stress on the 

life of Carroll Manor Elementary parent community since it is totally in the opposite 

direction of their daily commute. Option A and B is also not acceptable because of the long 

term relationships that have been established with my community and the Ridgely Middle 

School. Also the school bus commute is working well with Ridgely Middle. Longer 

commute takes valuable time away from students and parents' lives. Taking all this into 

account my humble request would be to confirm Option C. 

 

• March 6, 2023, 22:33, G. Crupi - I live in the Carroll Manor Elementary School and 

Cockeysville Middle School districts. It is important to me that my children attend 

Cockeysville Middle with the other children from their community. Splitting our Greater 

Jacksonville Community in half will be detrimental to their education and development. Our 

children are more than just numbers/pawns to be moved around. 

I am in favor of Map A (previously Map 1) that is being considered, or, if another map 

MUST be chosen, I would want it modified so that the Carroll Manor Elementary School 

district remains completely as it currently is. This would require amending Maps B, C, & D 
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so that Carroll Manor remains unchanged from current districting.  We are a small enough 

school that that should be doable. 

Please remember that our children are not just numbers on the page, and that studies show 

they do best in school amongst peers they know. Map 1 is a strong option that is good for all 

of BCPS. 

 

• March 7, 2023, 06:11, K. Rector - Edit with the Docs app Make tweaks, leave comments, 

and share with others to edit at the same time.NO THANKSGET THE APP CMES 

Community Letter 

I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the 

Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater 

Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles 

apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the 

Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that 

three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 
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Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 7, 2023, 06:52, L. McCusker - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 
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Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 7, 2023, 07:05, M. Gilson - Why are my children who live in rosedale even consider 

being sent to a school in Essex? When the new middle school was planned we were told all 

golden ring childern would be sent there. This shouldn't even be an issue for my children.   

 

• March 7, 2023, 07:25, C. Keppeler - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 
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number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 7, 2023, 07:37, L. Lattanzi - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - 

Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County 

Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 

elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am 

writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 

Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our 

community. 

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 
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school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 

Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 7, 2023, 07:41, M. Cordero - Gaby  

 

• March 7, 2023, 07:44, N. Dunphy - Support option to keep all students from Gunpowder 

and surrounding neighborhood at PHMS.  

 

• March 7, 2023, 07:47, A. Wright - Our students have undergone enough stress and change 

over the past few years. They need the stability of remaining with their friends, their siblings 
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and their community. I work in mental health and options C, D and E are not good for our 

students and families.  Leave Carroll Manor alone.   

 

• March 7, 2023, 09:25, C. Parent - Please do not even consider altering the current plan for 

Riderwood communities. This disrupts relationships that are already built in our neighboring 

communities where many of our activities take place. This creates logistical stress on parents 

with children in various stages of education and activities. This is in addition to the emotional 

stability of the small percentage of students yearly that will be pulled from their social groups 

at Dumbarton to attend Dulaney High. That creates opportunity for isolation of those students 

that should have always been a part of that community.    

I encourage the board to explore additional options that do not require a change to the 

Riderwood community (a current 60/40 split) and look at schools that could benefit from a 

more equal, or nonexistent, split. This should be done in an attempt to minimize the 

disruption of the emotional development and security of these teenagers.   

Another option would be to remove Central from this decision all together. Handle the 

Northeast now and then re-evaluate after schools have been formally closed and new housing 

built in that area.  Central students should not be penalized for poor planning in other 

districts.  " 

 

• March 7, 2023, 09:41, S. Brown - Writing in support of keeping our middle schools the 

same! Carroll Manor Elementary students splitting between Cockeysville and Ridgely!  

 

• March 7, 2023, 09:42, A. Anderson - I am a member of the Cockeysville Middle School 

Community located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s 

Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary 

schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you 

today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the 

potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community.  

For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have 

fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 

Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young 

age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 

Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, 

and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle 

school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers 

by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, 

C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire 

community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively 

impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but 

it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the 

number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly 

diminished. 
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Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in 

an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 

Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 

community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that 

children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, 

such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, 

children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor 

Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to 

Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly 

disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-

being. 

Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily 

extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 

Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 

Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 

patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental 

involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 

In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle 

School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 

community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture 

historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 

emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and 

caregivers. 

Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor 

Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 

Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by 

not splitting our children. 

 

• March 7, 2023, 09:53, J. - Hello, I am currently districted for Mays Chapel/ Ridgely ( Falls 

road corridor) I would like to see my neighborhood remain in these current boundaries. Over 

the past several decades, we have seen very little development in our area, so I don’t feel we 

should be subjected to a change in our schools.  We have a rising 6th grader and she has been 

preparing for Ridgely and already making friends that will be attending as well. I don’t think 

it’s fair to disrupt so many kids’ path, especially in the challenging middle school years.  
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	1. Efficient school capacity use: According to documents published by BCPS contractor, Cropper GIS, Options 6(C) and 7(D) provide the best balance among all options as all schools withing the study area are within 3% of the district average of 87% capacity. Option 
	6(C) correctly anticipates future potential population pressure on Ridgely by annexing the northwest part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Cockeysville Middle School, which will still be below 90% capacity in 2031. Option 7(D) further anticipates population pressure on Ridgely by annexing the northeast part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Pine Grove Middle School. 
	2. Maintaining or increasing diversity: Options 6(C) and 7(D) would maintain Ridgely Middle School’s already-diverse student body. Conversely, rezoning children of the PPA would not meaningfully change the diversity mix at Loch Raven Technical Academy. 
	3. Continuity of neighborhoods: For decades, the children along the Providence Road corridor have attended nearby Hampton Elementary School and Ridgely Middle School, which are a short distance along the same street to the west of our neighborhood. Family planning decisions have been made based on the proximity of these schools and their geographic alignment with our community. Many families have multiple children and Options 6(C) and 7(D) maintain the same direction of travel for both elementary and middle
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	In summary, Options 6(C) or 7(D) are the best long-term choices. While Options 6(C) and 7(D) move the highest number of students now, it would mean fewer boundary disruptions in the future. As indicated in Cropper GIS’s overview of Options 6(C) and 7(D), these offer the best balance among all the schools within the study. The students and families along the Providence corridor would be irreparably harmed by redistricting our neighborhood outside of its natural bounds. We wish to maintain the strong bonds be
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	In summary, Options 6(C) or 7(D) are the best long-term choices. While Options 6(C) and 7(D) move the highest number of students now, it would mean fewer boundary disruptions in the future. As indicated in Cropper GIS’s overview of Options 6(C) and 7(D), these offer the best balance among all the schools within the study. The students and families along the Providence corridor would be irreparably harmed by redistricting our neighborhood outside of its natural bounds. We wish to maintain the strong bonds be
	 
	March 1, 2023, 11:37, M. Remeto - I am part of the Providence Parent Association (PPA), which includes families from Chatterleigh, Hampton Gardens, Historic Hampton, Dogwood 
	Hills, Dunellen, and Pineleigh (planning blocks 226, 227, 228, 232, and 233). For the primary reasons set forth below and based on committee feedback and voting at the meeting on February 22, 2023, I support the following BCPS middle school Options that keep our geographic area zoned for Ridgely Middle School: Option 1(A), Option 6(C), and Option 7(D). Options 1(A), 6(C), and 7(D) retain the strong bond between our community and the public schools we cherish, while effectively meeting the BCPS Primary and S
	1. Efficient school capacity use: According to documents published by BCPS contractor, Cropper GIS, Options 6(C) and 7(D) provide the best balance among all options as all schools withing the study area are within 3% of the district average of 87% capacity. Option 6(C) correctly anticipates future potential population pressure on Ridgely by annexing the northwest part of Ridgely’s current boundary to Cockeysville Middle School, which will still be below 90% capacity in 2031. Option 7(D) further anticipates 
	2. Maintaining or increasing diversity: Options 6(C) and 7(D) would maintain Ridgely Middle School’s already-diverse student body. Conversely, rezoning children of the PPA would not meaningfully change the diversity mix at Loch Raven Technical Academy. 
	3. Continuity of neighborhoods: For decades, the children along the Providence Road corridor have attended nearby Hampton Elementary School and Ridgely Middle School, which are a short distance along the same street to the west of our neighborhood. Family planning decisions have been made based on the proximity of these schools and their geographic alignment with our community. Many families have multiple children and Options 6(C) and 7(D) maintain the same direction of travel for both elementary and middle
	4. Transportation impact and geographic features: Our neighborhoods are naturally bounded to the south by I-695 and to the east by the eastern ridge of Cromwell Valley. Ridgely Middle School is easily accessible to our community via several routes north of I-695, which impacts the timeliness of student arrivals and departures and increases parent involvement at school activities. This transportation flexibility for parents is invaluable, while avoiding unpredictable congestion of I-695. In contrast, shiftin
	In summary, Options 6(C) or 7(D) are the best long-term choices. While Options 6(C) and 7(D) move the highest number of students now, it would mean fewer boundary disruptions in the future. As indicated in Cropper GIS’s overview of Options 6(C) and 7(D), these offer the best balance among all the schools within the study. The students and families along the 
	Providence corridor would be irreparably harmed by redistricting our neighborhood outside of its natural bounds. We wish to maintain the strong bonds between our community and our public schools, and Options 6(C) and 7(D) are the solutions that best meet this goal. 
	 
	• March 1, 2023, 12:41, A. Regala - I strongly recommend for Gunpowder Elementary to go to PHMS because this is the community where they belong. Option B is my best choice and the other choice would be to leave them with what the assignment is now. Other options should not be considered.  
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	• March 1, 2023, 13:09, P. T. - Part of Greenbrier community is districted for Dumbarton middle but most houses have to send their children to Loch Raven Technical academy. We request to be moved to Dumbarton Middle as well. It will build more of a sense of community amongst the children n parents in this community. The transition from Dumbarton to Towson High would be a lot better for the children to build social connections which can be mentally challenging with the current districting. We have good neigh
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	• March 1, 2023, 13:18, R. Donovan - I am in favor of option B (all of Gunpowder Elementary attends PHMS). I myself have grown up here in the Perry Hall area since birth and have since raised my 3 children here as well. When buying our house 14 years ago, schools were a factor in our decision (Gunpower Elementary, PHMS and PHHS). Two of my three children are currently at Perry Hall Middle School, and I have one child at Gunpowder Elementary School; due to attend middle school in 2 years. While school is a p
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	• March 1, 2023, 13:55, K. Seabrease - Not in favor of proposed riderwood to Ridgley change to Dumbarton then be a part of a small cohort that moves to dulaney. This would set the kids up for an extremely difficult transition when starting high school without a familiar peer group. With all of the challenges our children face currently, would not want to add starting high school without a peer group.  
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	• March 1, 2023, 14:03, Anonymous - Why do none of the options pull Hampton east of Dulaney Valley Road to Pine Grove for middle school? Loch Raven High School is contained within that area so that is where the students go to high school. If there’s difficulty filling the new seats at Pine Grove and reducing capacity at Ridgely there seems to be an 
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	opportunity for making this change. For many streets in Hampton, the drive would be the same or only add a little bit of time. Certainly less time then a move to Loch Raven Academy.  
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	There also seems to be sustainable opposition from the community about students crossing 695 to go to Loch Raven Academy as proposed by option 5, so a move to Pine Grove would eliminate the need to travel across the highway and into already congested areas. Furthermore, I make the drive down Hampton Lane every morning and afternoon and it’s usually a traffic nightmare during commuting times. A move of Hampton to Pine Grove would reduce traffic in that area. 
	 
	• March 1, 2023, 14:53, K. Koepenick  - The Fellowship Forest Community should be included in the Dumbarton Middle School district. It makes more sense for kids that will be going to Towson High School to get know their peers in Dumbarton vs going to Loch Raven. The division line should be along Hillen and Goucher Blvd. 
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	• March 1, 2023, 15:08, N. Nastasi Reigle - I support all of the Fellowship Forest community students to be assigned to Dumbarton Middle School. It is a better transition to Towson High School rather than the current middle school of Loch Raven.  
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	• March 1, 2023, 15:55, A. Redmer - We strongly support keeping Gunpowder and Kingsville Elementary Schools zoned for Perry Hall Middle.  These schools have been part of the fabric of the community for generations and moving them to Pine Grove would negatively impact our community, as well as require significantly longer bus rides at a time when children are already struggling at school.  In discussions with parents at various other schools, there seems to be broad consensus around Option 3. 
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	• March 1, 2023, 17:35, D. Rolker - Hoping our neighborhood is redistricted to Dumbarton Middle School. Our high school district is Towson High. Our elementary school district is Hampton. This would be the best transition for our children.  
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	• March 1, 2023, 19:21, J. Sanders - My family lives in the Hampton neighborhood, and will not support a shift in middle schools from Ridgely to Loch Raven Tech. John Sanders 
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	• March 1, 2023, 21:00, A. Pyles - NA 
	• March 1, 2023, 21:00, A. Pyles - NA 
	• March 1, 2023, 21:00, A. Pyles - NA 


	 
	• March 1, 2023, 21:39, C. Malinski - The number 1 reason we chose to purchase our home was due to its location being in-boundary for Ridgley Middle School (and Mays Chapel ES). I’m angry and frustrated that just few years later we are on the chopping block to be moved to another middle school district. Parents don’t make school and home purchase decisions lightly- we plan our entire family’s life and education around these choices and once made they can’t just be undone. It feels like we’ve gotten the “bai
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	chose this zone based on reputation and test scores of the the school and will be devastated if this changes.  
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	• March 1, 2023, 21:42, D. Lewis - We live in Fellowship Forest. When we moved to the neighborhood in 2005, my son (who was in the 8th grade at the time) was assigned to attend Loch Raven. Due to a special circumstance he was able to attend Dumbarton. As a new kid it was SO critical and impactful that he went to Dumbarton. He was able to bond with the other neighborhood kids (who also went to Dumbarton) and made for a smooth transition to Towson High School where he already had several friends. I strongly s
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	• March 1, 2023, 23:33, A. Cantrell - My children attend Carroll Manor Elementary school and we bought our home knowing we were attending Ridgely MS. This rezoning will send my children to Pine Grove MS instead, separate them from their friends, and be further (longer bus ride) from our home.  
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	• March 2, 2023, 08:28, A. Schulz - I am strongly against option 6C of splitting our very small community of Kingsville students going to Pine Grove Middle! We are currently 100% at PHMS and it should be kept that way  
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	• March 2, 2023, 08:37, A. Hoffman - The plan 6 and 7 which would split mays chapel elementary school from ridgley to Cockeysville makes ridgley overwhelmingly white and Cockeysville overwhelmingly black. This needs to be taken in to consideration as you will have a large group of families leaving for private school.  
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	• March 2, 2023, 09:33, K. Streiff - We want to keep Carroll Manor with the jacksonville community. They belong together.  The Carroll Manor and Jacksonville kids they have bonded through rec sports, community events, Church, etc and need to stay together. 
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	This is affecting the kids that have been through the pandemic and  this would cause additional undue stress. This would affect kids that are already halfway through Middle School. We only support map 1 & 4." 
	 
	• March 2, 2023, 10:30, A.  - NO to option 6 and 7.  
	• March 2, 2023, 10:30, A.  - NO to option 6 and 7.  
	• March 2, 2023, 10:30, A.  - NO to option 6 and 7.  


	 
	• March 2, 2023, 10:53, N. Marchesiello - I'm writing to show my support for redistricting local middle schools and rezone the Fellowship Forest (including Ridgewood Rd) to Dumbarton MS. This rezoning would support student transition from middle school to high school and would create a stronger community peer base. Today, most the students attending Loch Raven Academy later transition to Loch Raven High School, but our (Fellowship Forest) students go on to attend Towson High with very few known peers and th
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	difficulty finding peers even within their own neighborhood. If our students were to attend Dumbarton MS, the transition to Towson HS would be a much smoother and safe one.  
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	• March 2, 2023, 10:58, S. P. - Currently our district feeds into two middle schools, Ridgely Middle and Cockeysville Middle School (CMS). We feel that this boundary study is a great opportunity to allow the entire CMES community to transition to the same middle school, allowing for relationships and support from peers to be maintained at such a pivotal point in their lives. As a result, we are NOT in favor of maps 5 and 6. 
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	• March 2, 2023, 10:58, S. P. - Currently our district feeds into two middle schools, Ridgely Middle and Cockeysville Middle School (CMS). We feel that this boundary study is a great opportunity to allow the entire CMES community to transition to the same middle school, allowing for relationships and support from peers to be maintained at such a pivotal point in their lives. As a result, we are NOT in favor of maps 5 and 6. 


	However, we are in FAVOR of MAP 1, which shows all of CMES being zoned for CMS. 
	That being said, we are NOT in favor of Map 7, which has the entire CMES community 
	attending Pine Grove Middle School (PGMS), for the following reasons: 
	Maps 7 splits CMES and Jacksonville Elementary School (JES) students into 2 different 
	middle schools. The Baldwin/Jacksonville area is a tight knit small community that interacts 
	as one town, sharing the same rec council, local shopping areas and parks. The Carroll Manor 
	Rec Council interacts with the Cockeysville and Timonium area rec councils as well. Being 
	able to further grow these relationships and build on the time already invested is priceless, 
	and therefore, it would be extremely beneficial to keep JES and CMES zoned for the same 
	middle school, preferably Cockeysville Middle. 
	Sending our children to PGMS puts them in Carney, an area that is not part of our local 
	community. Throughout their Middle School years, they will build new relationships that 
	will again be cut off, since upon graduating middle school, they will be part of a very small 
	group of students from PGMS attending Dulaney High School (DHS), located in the 
	Timonium/Cockeysville area. Again, our children will be experiencing a move into a new 
	town, a new group of peers, at another pivotal moment in their lives where some familiarity 
	could be so beneficial for them. It seems it would be much more cohesive to have the 
	children from CMES and JES attend middle and high schools in the same area. 
	In summary, our hope is that this boundary study will result in an option that will keep 
	CMES and JES students together in the CMS boundary. Thank you for your consideration. 
	 
	• March 2, 2023, 11:11, J. Nies - When watching the boundary study meeting it was talking about keeping Elementary school communities together.  In option 6/c the Kingsville Elementary School is being divided between two middle schools.  This would impact 82 students and not allow these students to have peers to transition to middle school. In option 6/c is their an option to move those 82 students back to Perry Hall Middle? 
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	• March 2, 2023, 11:20, A. Ortiz - ELIMINATE OPTIONS 6 & 7. The Providence Parents Association are SPAMMING the comment log with the same prepared statement and I find it concerning that one very small group could make it so hard for other voices to be heard/seen. They are pushing Option 6 which displaces more students and will create HUGE transportation issues. More importantly, we should really eliminate ALL OPTIONS. Golden Ring MS is *closing*! So this new school, which is located not too far from GRMS, 
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	transportation system when the most logical solution would be to have all current GRMS feeder schools go to the new school? I suggest absolutely no changes at all, except to assign the new school to the existing GRMS feeder schools. It looks like only Option A (previously called 1) would allow existing GRMS feeder schools to continue to the new school. So, if we can’t just eliminate this whole boundary process, we should support Option A. However, as a Gunpowder Elem parent, if we must chose from the remain
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	• March 2, 2023, 11:21, A. S. - Please consider another option where our children from Riderwood Elementary can remain zoned for Ridgely MS and then Dulaney HS. All proposed options have them going from Riderwood Elementary to Dumbarton MS and then back to Dulaney HS. This middle school change will greatly and negatively impact their transition into high school, as all of their peers will then be going to Towson HS. We will be forced to consider a move if our children are forced into Dumbarton MS just to be
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	• March 2, 2023, 12:06, C. Lee - Keep GES students at GES 
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	• March 2, 2023, 18:16, T. Voegtlin - Hello, No matter the option chosen my younger daughter (a current 4th grader) will attend Dumbarton Middle when her older sister (a current 7th grader) attends Ridgely. After middle school my younger daughter will go to Dulaney High. My main concern is many of the students that she will attend Dumbarton with will attend Towson High. So she will go to a completely different high school knowing very few students especially at a vulnerable time. The committee wants 100% of
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	• March 2, 2023, 18:46, D. Ingram - Has a bus evaluation been done for option? If not, add this to your proposal and determine the length of time a child will spend on the bus, Also consider that the further away a home school is, the more difficult it will be to try and get your child to child in a timely manner when the bus doesn’t show up. 
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	• March 2, 2023, 19:36, N. Reigle - My community, Fellowship Forest, is now divided between 2 middle schools which are Loch Raven Academy and Dumbarton MS. With new lines being drawn, it would be beneficial if the entire neighborhood could go to Dumbarton. The students in my neighborhood (136 homes) all go to Hampton Elementary and Towson High School. It would be easier for the students and the families if they all were able to attend the same middle school. Dumbarton feeds into Towson High School so the tr
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	• March 2, 2023, 19:38, A. Schulz  - I STRONGLY oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a small number of kids attending Perry Hall Middle School, this should remain the same. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally. Was any thought given to the impact it will have on these kids at this age?  
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	• March 2, 2023, 20:33, J. Mohr - Carroll manor and Jacksonville are a close community and should stay together. Maps 5,6 and 7 tear them apart. We need to bring back map 4 or use map 1 for this. Carroll manor students should go to cockeysville middle.  
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	• March 2, 2023, 20:42, R.  - Kingsville Elementary School I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally.  
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	• March 2, 2023, 20:46, L. Rayner - I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally. 
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	• March 2, 2023, 20:55, J.  - Kingsville Elementary School I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally.  
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	• March 2, 2023, 20:56, J. Rayner  - I strongly oppose option 6C until administration, teachers and Perry Hall parents learn what it takes to properly educate children. Perry Hall’s test scores are horrible and we want no part of it. 
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	• March 2, 2023, 21:32, G. Jones - I feel strongly that it is important to maintain the continuity of our neighborhood. 
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	• March 2, 2023, 21:46, S. Seward - We like options 6 best and 7 second of the remaining options.  
	• March 2, 2023, 21:46, S. Seward - We like options 6 best and 7 second of the remaining options.  
	• March 2, 2023, 21:46, S. Seward - We like options 6 best and 7 second of the remaining options.  


	• March 2, 2023, 22:23, B. Schulz - Strongly opposed to what the county is proposing. Start thinking about the effects of your decisions on the children. Kingsville is a small community of children that achieve and appreciate the closeness of their community. Leave well enough alone.  
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	• March 2, 2023, 22:47, L. Volikas - Hello, this is going to be a little long so bear with me.  In my experience, in the past week I have been able to be in touch with people from a number of different zones throughout BCPS who are invested in this Boundary Study. Of the original seven options, the one that had the broadest support amongst everyone I have spoken to has been Option 3.  I have rarely seen anyone who has opposed it, though admitted this is only from people who are self-selected in terms of wan
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	Every single one of the tweaks I am suggesting are present on other Options so I believe they would be reasonable changes. 
	Start with Option 3.   
	Move PB 214 (13 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS 
	Move PB 224 (18 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS 
	Move PB 415 (15 students) from Loch Raven Academy to Pine Grove MS 
	Move PB 520 (2 students), 529 (18 students), 530 (17 students), 531 (22 students) from Perry Hall MS to Pine Grove MS  
	Move PB 701 (1 student) from Parkville MS to Loch Raven Academy  
	Move PB 931 (0 students) and PB 924 (35 students) from Middle River MS to New Northeast MS 
	Move PB 942 (63 students) from Middle River MS to Stemmers Run MS 
	Move PB 1025 (17 students) from Stemmers Run MS to Middle River MS 
	Statistics: 
	• Live and Attend Students Impacted would be 1589.  This is comparable to Option 1 (A) and much better than any of Options 5 (B), 6 (C) or 7 (D).  This is less disruption of our communities from the current zoning 
	• Updated MS utilization would be: 
	o Cockeysville MS: from -136 to -105 students (90%) 
	o Dumbarton MS: -196 (82%) 
	o Loch Raven Academy: -113 to -127 students (87%) 
	o Middle River MS: -65 to -146 (86%) 
	o Parkville MS: -134 to -135 (88%) 
	o Perry Hall MS: -125 to -184 (89%) 
	o Pine Grove MS: -219 to -145 (89%) 
	o Ridgely MS: from -77 to -108 (90%) 
	o Stemmers Run MS: -200 to -154 (87%) 
	o New Northeast: -220 to -185 (86%) 
	o So outside of the outlier of Dumbarton MS, all of the other schools range from 86% to 90% utilization which seems pretty ideal and allows any school to absorb additional students that may be added to their area in the future. 
	• Elementary to Middle School Splits would 14: 
	o Chase ES would not split 
	o Halstead Academy would not split 
	o Padonia ES would not split 
	o Vincent Farm ES would not split 
	o Warren ES would not split  
	o Oakleigh ES would now split to 2 Middle Schools instead of 3 
	o Seneca ES and Gunpowder ES would now get split to 2 Middle Schools each compared to baseline Option 3 
	o 14 splits for ES to MS is the same or better than most of the options being considered 
	• MS to HS splits would be 14, consistent with most options 
	• Demographics: I would not be able to calculate any of the diversity numbers, but I think this would not be dramatically different from any of Options 1/2/3/4/5 which all had quite good diversity at the schools. 
	• Walk Zone Counts: as with all the options, the Walk Zone counts should remain the same 2,068 for this new option. 
	I think this option overall does a great job at addressing all of the points being looked at while also being one that I fully believe will be widely accepted by those in the impacted communities.  The relatively small number of students who would be zoned into new middle schools will allow many families having the continuity of siblings going to the same school they are already familiar. 
	• Thank you for your attention in this matter. 
	• Thank you for your attention in this matter. 
	• Thank you for your attention in this matter. 


	 
	• March 2, 2023, 22:47, J. Beal - I am writing as a parent of 4 younger children and as a concerned homeowner in the Providence Road corridor. I am also communicating that the Providence Parents Association and myself support Options 1/A, 6/C, and 7/D, while we strongly oppose Option 5/B. 
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	• March 3, 2023, 05:28, S.  - Please continue to keep the Kingsville Elementary School together by advancing them to Perry Hall Middle School. Thank you  
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	• March 3, 2023, 07:30, M. B Amey - I live in the Fellowship Forest community.  I urge you to approve assigning our community to Dumbarton Middle School instead of the current assignment to Loch Raven Academy.  Fellowship Forest students go to Towson High School, accordingly they should make their transition to High School with their Middle School classmates! 
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	• March 3, 2023, 07:52, J. Rains - I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split kingsville elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally. 
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	• March 3, 2023, 07:52, J. Rains - I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split kingsville elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally. 


	 
	• March 3, 2023, 10:22, V. Sanders - Please do not redistrict the Hampton community to Loch Raven Academy. As many of this community, we specifically moved to this neighborhood for the public school system, especially Hampton Elementary and Ridgely Middle. Hampton and Ridgely have been longtime centerpieces of our community and are important to maintain. Our community has long standing ties to these schools and thrives with engagement through them. They help facilitate a healthy, active, engaged community t
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	• March 3, 2023, 11:32, R. Odengo - Do not take kids from Kingsville elementary to Pine Grove 
	• March 3, 2023, 11:32, R. Odengo - Do not take kids from Kingsville elementary to Pine Grove 
	• March 3, 2023, 11:32, R. Odengo - Do not take kids from Kingsville elementary to Pine Grove 


	 
	• March 3, 2023, 13:46, C. Marchiori - Children develop beautiful childhood relationships and memories with their elementary school friends. We live off of Goucher Blvd and our elementary school is Hampton Elementary School. Many of the children who attend Hampton Elementary will attend Dumbarton Middle School. Our middle school is Loch Raven Academy so the children in our community are separated from their established childhood friendships and that's so disappointing. 
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	I vote for redistricting of the middle school boundaries. 
	 
	• March 3, 2023, 15:31, L. Matthews - I only support an option that keeps all Carroll Manor Elementary students going to Cockeysville MS and/or Ridgely MS because I believe it is imperative that our Carroll Manor students continue to be immersed within our community with their Jacksonville Elementary school friends and families.  Our CMES & JES students are one tight knit community who should be treated as such; our kids are together just as much (if not more) than they are with their peers just within the 
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	• March 3, 2023, 16:56, L. Herron - With this redistribution of school lines, every bus driver will be working longer hours and that will put a lot of pressure on them and parents too. 
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	• March 3, 2023, 18:38, l.  - I no longer have kids affected by these changes, but we moved to this area long ago based on the schools and recognize the importance of the continuity of relationships that occur when students stay together through school, sports and community. 
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	• March 3, 2023, 18:38, l.  - I no longer have kids affected by these changes, but we moved to this area long ago based on the schools and recognize the importance of the continuity of relationships that occur when students stay together through school, sports and community. 


	This is especially clear after the isolation and the social-emotional impact that covid had on all students. It seems contraindicated at this time, of all times, to consider breaking up communities just as students are emerging from this crisis. For students to go from CMES to Pine Grove back to DHS, seems irrational and disruptive unnecessarily, and as others have said, does not meet many of the stated goals. We waited for years to have a new high school, we are still waiting; this is just another area whe
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	• March 3, 2023, 20:13, S. Philips - We really need to understand the high school plans. Outside the beltway in Lutherville-Timonium to Dumbarton is a pretty significant distance and we've engaged in LTRC vs TRC to acclimate our children to the children nearby who we thought they'd be joining at Ridgely. But more importantly, Riderwood to Dumbarton to Dulaney seems like it would be bad for the children and any continuity of friends. Dumbarton to Towson or Ridgely to Dulaney (or Towson) works but Dumbarton t
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	• March 4, 2023, 07:24, R. Myers - Where is the new school being built? 
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	• March 4, 2023, 11:17, M. Abbruzzese - According to the proposed changes, my Lutherville neighborhood of Seminary Overlook which is currently Riderwood ES - Ridgely MS - Dulaney HS will change to Dumbarton MS, but still Dulaney HS? That will be a bad experience for our kids! While it’s great that 100% of Riderwood will go to Dumbarton, it will be very challenging for them to then go to Dulaney with a very small amount of friends if any. And if they switch to Towson, it is a far bus ride/commute. Keep our k
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	• March 4, 2023, 11:53, T. Walinski - none 
	• March 4, 2023, 11:53, T. Walinski - none 
	• March 4, 2023, 11:53, T. Walinski - none 


	 
	• March 4, 2023, 15:27, S. Driscoll  - This boundary study is not welcome for Ridgely Middle School.  We moved to this area so my children can attend this school just like their father has. If this relocation of middle schools goes through it will be a disruption to our neighborhood and community. Nobody wants this change leave students and families alone. This will affect our home values. I’m very upset this is even being considered. Stephanie Driscoll  
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	• March 4, 2023, 16:14, K. S  - Thank you for listening to all our comments. I am commenting on behalf of the Carroll Manor Elementary community. We are 80/20 split to cockeysville and ridgely middle schools and would like to keep it that way or at the very least send all of us to cockeysville to keep our community together. (Map 1/A)  We interact with Jacksonville in many aspects, we are intertwined with sports, recreation, social outings with our Jacksonville community and would like to keep our kids toge
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	Secondly, why is the replacement school that is so far from our area affecting us that drastically? If golden ring is closing and there is a replacement school for those students, that’s great; and the expansion of pine grove will accommodate that area’s over crowding which is fabulous; so why is this affecting schools in the central area at all?? Please keep the continuity of our community together! Thanks. 
	 
	• March 4, 2023, 21:28, K. S - My family and I live in Towson and are a part of the Knollwood community. This is the second boundary study that we have been a part of and it’s exhausting. Again, we find ourselves carved out from the rest of our neighbors in our community and possibly assigned to a separate school. I just want to live in a neighborhood and actually feel a part of the community. We live in a court where the entire rest of the neighborhood goes to Stoneleigh Elementary and Dumbarton Middle and
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	• March 5, 2023, 05:40, J. King - 100% of the Mays Chapel community should go to Cockeysville to maintain a sense of community. It never made sense that a portion of the school was sent to Ridgely. I believe it would be a consistent and positive change that we have not seen on the other map options.  
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	• March 5, 2023, 13:55, J. Hatcher - I have heard this come up on social media and through word of mouth but haven't seen it part of this log yet. I wanted to make sure this point made its way here: The data indicating 100% of Jacksonville Elementary goes to Cockeysville Middle is not accurate. JES divides a large portion into Hereford Middle. By pulling Carroll Manor students away from CMS and all the way to Parkville??! you are harming the JES students who will then enter Cockeysville Middle with even les
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	• March 5, 2023, 17:57, E. Anderson - I’m fully in separate of options 4, 5, 6 and 7.  This would allow for my students to attend middle school with the same students throughout elementary and middle schools.  
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	• March 5, 2023, 21:02, E. S - I am currently a 7th grader at Ridgely Middle School. I went to Riderwood Elementary and will go on to Dulaney HS. I have had good experiences at my schools, and I would like to see my younger siblings have the same experiences as I did, at the same schools. I think another option, where the students in my neighborhood can stay at Riderwood/Ridgely/Dulaney would be best for a lot of families. Please reconsider these changes. 
	• March 5, 2023, 21:02, E. S - I am currently a 7th grader at Ridgely Middle School. I went to Riderwood Elementary and will go on to Dulaney HS. I have had good experiences at my schools, and I would like to see my younger siblings have the same experiences as I did, at the same schools. I think another option, where the students in my neighborhood can stay at Riderwood/Ridgely/Dulaney would be best for a lot of families. Please reconsider these changes. 
	• March 5, 2023, 21:02, E. S - I am currently a 7th grader at Ridgely Middle School. I went to Riderwood Elementary and will go on to Dulaney HS. I have had good experiences at my schools, and I would like to see my younger siblings have the same experiences as I did, at the same schools. I think another option, where the students in my neighborhood can stay at Riderwood/Ridgely/Dulaney would be best for a lot of families. Please reconsider these changes. 


	 
	• March 5, 2023, 21:14, R. S - I am an 8th grade student at Ridgely MS. Ever since I started Ridgely, I've been telling my teachers that my younger siblings will be in their classes soon. I've also been showing my siblings the school and they've been getting excited. To change this would be devastating. I think there should be an option that allows Riderwood Elementary students to go to Ridgely MS rather than Dumbarton. 
	• March 5, 2023, 21:14, R. S - I am an 8th grade student at Ridgely MS. Ever since I started Ridgely, I've been telling my teachers that my younger siblings will be in their classes soon. I've also been showing my siblings the school and they've been getting excited. To change this would be devastating. I think there should be an option that allows Riderwood Elementary students to go to Ridgely MS rather than Dumbarton. 
	• March 5, 2023, 21:14, R. S - I am an 8th grade student at Ridgely MS. Ever since I started Ridgely, I've been telling my teachers that my younger siblings will be in their classes soon. I've also been showing my siblings the school and they've been getting excited. To change this would be devastating. I think there should be an option that allows Riderwood Elementary students to go to Ridgely MS rather than Dumbarton. 


	 
	• March 5, 2023, 21:21, P. Sacks -  I have four children. One of them will be at Delaney High School next year, one will be at Ridgely, and two will be at Riderwood Elementary with the plan that they would matriculate at Ridgely when they graduated Riderwood. We specifically moved into our current home because of the schools that we were zoned for. It is unfair of us to ask our children to transfer to another school because of this rezoning, and it puts an undue burden on our family to split our children up
	• March 5, 2023, 21:21, P. Sacks -  I have four children. One of them will be at Delaney High School next year, one will be at Ridgely, and two will be at Riderwood Elementary with the plan that they would matriculate at Ridgely when they graduated Riderwood. We specifically moved into our current home because of the schools that we were zoned for. It is unfair of us to ask our children to transfer to another school because of this rezoning, and it puts an undue burden on our family to split our children up
	• March 5, 2023, 21:21, P. Sacks -  I have four children. One of them will be at Delaney High School next year, one will be at Ridgely, and two will be at Riderwood Elementary with the plan that they would matriculate at Ridgely when they graduated Riderwood. We specifically moved into our current home because of the schools that we were zoned for. It is unfair of us to ask our children to transfer to another school because of this rezoning, and it puts an undue burden on our family to split our children up


	 
	• March 5, 2023, 23:01, S. Murphy - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt
	• March 5, 2023, 23:01, S. Murphy - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt
	• March 5, 2023, 23:01, S. Murphy - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-being. 
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 5, 2023, 00:04, L. Volikas - I've come to the conclusion that Central Area largely has a consensus that they prefer Option 1 (AKA Option A).  Basically that option is the least disruptive to the Central Area which really doesn't need any large scale changes since no schools are being built or expanded in the Central Area.  The Central Area map was exactly the same for all of Options 1, 2, and 3.  The Committee has said that they will ""uses aspects other maps"" if appropriate and combined options - 
	• March 5, 2023, 00:04, L. Volikas - I've come to the conclusion that Central Area largely has a consensus that they prefer Option 1 (AKA Option A).  Basically that option is the least disruptive to the Central Area which really doesn't need any large scale changes since no schools are being built or expanded in the Central Area.  The Central Area map was exactly the same for all of Options 1, 2, and 3.  The Committee has said that they will ""uses aspects other maps"" if appropriate and combined options - 
	• March 5, 2023, 00:04, L. Volikas - I've come to the conclusion that Central Area largely has a consensus that they prefer Option 1 (AKA Option A).  Basically that option is the least disruptive to the Central Area which really doesn't need any large scale changes since no schools are being built or expanded in the Central Area.  The Central Area map was exactly the same for all of Options 1, 2, and 3.  The Committee has said that they will ""uses aspects other maps"" if appropriate and combined options - 


	If you want, you can tweak the Central Area from Maps 1-3 slightly to improve the ES to MS splits.  Specifically: 
	* Move PB 214 (13 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS [Padonia ES] 
	* Move PB 224 (18 students) from Ridgely MS to Cockeysville MS [Warren ES] 
	* Move PB 701 (1 student) from Parkville MS to Loch Raven Academy [Halstead Academy] 
	This would allow all of Padonia ES, Warren ES and Halstead Academy to all not be split (fewer ES->MS splits) and improve the Ridgely MS utilization to 90%. I expect this setup would be pretty acceptable to most everyone in the Central Area. 
	 
	• March 5, 2023, 00:40, S.  - Perry Hall Schools are overcrowded and it severely affecting performance. We need a new middle school. Also desparately need building updates especially in the elementary school.  
	• March 5, 2023, 00:40, S.  - Perry Hall Schools are overcrowded and it severely affecting performance. We need a new middle school. Also desparately need building updates especially in the elementary school.  
	• March 5, 2023, 00:40, S.  - Perry Hall Schools are overcrowded and it severely affecting performance. We need a new middle school. Also desparately need building updates especially in the elementary school.  


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 06:07, M. Ramsburg - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 06:07, M. Ramsburg - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 06:07, M. Ramsburg - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
	emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 06:11, J. - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options pr
	• March 6, 2023, 06:11, J. - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options pr
	• March 6, 2023, 06:11, J. - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options pr


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
	patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 06:46, K. Evans - I am member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map option
	• March 6, 2023, 06:46, K. Evans - I am member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map option
	• March 6, 2023, 06:46, K. Evans - I am member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map option


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-being. 
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 06:57, S. Wilson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt
	• March 6, 2023, 06:57, S. Wilson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt
	• March 6, 2023, 06:57, S. Wilson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 
	community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map option
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 06:59, H. Stanley - I strongly feel that Kingsville children should go 100% to Perry Hall Middle. I'm against any plan to split the children from our small community and send them to Pine Grove Middle School. 
	• March 6, 2023, 06:59, H. Stanley - I strongly feel that Kingsville children should go 100% to Perry Hall Middle. I'm against any plan to split the children from our small community and send them to Pine Grove Middle School. 
	• March 6, 2023, 06:59, H. Stanley - I strongly feel that Kingsville children should go 100% to Perry Hall Middle. I'm against any plan to split the children from our small community and send them to Pine Grove Middle School. 


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 07:32, P. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 07:32, P. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 07:32, P. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the number of their middle school peers from the same community would 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children." 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 07:34, L. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 07:34, L. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 07:34, L. Fahrney - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children." 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 08:03, H. Bye - am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options 
	• March 6, 2023, 08:03, H. Bye - am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options 
	• March 6, 2023, 08:03, H. Bye - am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options 


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
	emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 08:25, A. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 08:25, A. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 08:25, A. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
	patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 09:04, A.- I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally.  
	• March 6, 2023, 09:04, A.- I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally.  
	• March 6, 2023, 09:04, A.- I strongly oppose to option 6C that will split Kingsville Elementary school between PHMS and Pine Grove MS. We are a small community with a small number of kids attend Perry Hall Middle School. This option will have a negative effect on our children socially and mentally.  


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 09:58, M.  - I oppose option 6c that split Kingsville Elementary school 
	• March 6, 2023, 09:58, M.  - I oppose option 6c that split Kingsville Elementary school 
	• March 6, 2023, 09:58, M.  - I oppose option 6c that split Kingsville Elementary school 


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 11:26, A. Champagne - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map 
	• March 6, 2023, 11:26, A. Champagne - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map 
	• March 6, 2023, 11:26, A. Champagne - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map 


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. 
	Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville pee
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 11:38, E. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 11:38, E. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 11:38, E. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly diminished. 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children." 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 12:36, K. Kimball - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 12:36, K. Kimball - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 12:36, K. Kimball - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater 
	Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove wou
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children." 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 12:39, B. Nowakowski  - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 
	• March 6, 2023, 12:39, B. Nowakowski  - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 
	• March 6, 2023, 12:39, B. Nowakowski  - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 


	Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 
	Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 
	Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	• March 6, 2023, 12:52, K. S - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options 
	• March 6, 2023, 12:52, K. S - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options 
	• March 6, 2023, 12:52, K. S - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options 


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
	emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children 
	 
	March 6, 2023, 13:00, B. J - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options pr
	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
	patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 13:11, J. Burton - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt
	• March 6, 2023, 13:11, J. Burton - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt
	• March 6, 2023, 13:11, J. Burton - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map opt


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-being. 
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 14:00, M. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map optio
	• March 6, 2023, 14:00, M. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map optio
	• March 6, 2023, 14:00, M. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map optio


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and 
	community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. When surrounded by familiar peers, children feel more engaged and invested in their education. Removing any Carroll Manor Elementary School children from their Greater Jacksonville peers and redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map option
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 14:01, P. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map optio
	• March 6, 2023, 14:01, P. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map optio
	• March 6, 2023, 14:01, P. Lutz - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map optio


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly diminished. 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children." 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 14:16, E. Francia - I don’t want to be selfish but if it’s high school I will vote for any of this option but now my daughter will not be affected by this change and I just embrace the the zoned school that I was assigned because I don’t have any faith in the Baltimore county’s school system that is unfair and not systematic at all !!!  
	• March 6, 2023, 14:16, E. Francia - I don’t want to be selfish but if it’s high school I will vote for any of this option but now my daughter will not be affected by this change and I just embrace the the zoned school that I was assigned because I don’t have any faith in the Baltimore county’s school system that is unfair and not systematic at all !!!  
	• March 6, 2023, 14:16, E. Francia - I don’t want to be selfish but if it’s high school I will vote for any of this option but now my daughter will not be affected by this change and I just embrace the the zoned school that I was assigned because I don’t have any faith in the Baltimore county’s school system that is unfair and not systematic at all !!!  


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 14:56, K. - I’ve looked at all the options and it doesn’t make sense to me that when you build a new middle school to alleviate overcrowding, 8 out of the 10 affected schools will get more crowded. Shouldn’t building another middle school make things less crowded? Is this only helping 2 schools but making it worse for 8 more? Am I missing something?  
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	• March 6, 2023, 14:56, K. - I’ve looked at all the options and it doesn’t make sense to me that when you build a new middle school to alleviate overcrowding, 8 out of the 10 affected schools will get more crowded. Shouldn’t building another middle school make things less crowded? Is this only helping 2 schools but making it worse for 8 more? Am I missing something?  


	 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 15:11, S. Pugatch - Hello, A large reason why I purchased a home in the Mays Chapel chappelgate community is the school district, which includes Ridgely Middle School. Options C and D are unacceptable to me as it re-zones my house to Cockeysville middle. This is a huge drop off in Middle School quality and rank across the state. According to the source below, it is a drop from 35th in the state to 91st. This not only impacts my children, one who is on the autism spectrum and will need all t
	• March 6, 2023, 15:11, S. Pugatch - Hello, A large reason why I purchased a home in the Mays Chapel chappelgate community is the school district, which includes Ridgely Middle School. Options C and D are unacceptable to me as it re-zones my house to Cockeysville middle. This is a huge drop off in Middle School quality and rank across the state. According to the source below, it is a drop from 35th in the state to 91st. This not only impacts my children, one who is on the autism spectrum and will need all t
	• March 6, 2023, 15:11, S. Pugatch - Hello, A large reason why I purchased a home in the Mays Chapel chappelgate community is the school district, which includes Ridgely Middle School. Options C and D are unacceptable to me as it re-zones my house to Cockeysville middle. This is a huge drop off in Middle School quality and rank across the state. According to the source below, it is a drop from 35th in the state to 91st. This not only impacts my children, one who is on the autism spectrum and will need all t


	School rank source: 
	https://www.usnews.com/education/k12/middle-schools/maryland" 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 16:09, K. Edwards - I'm a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Publish School's Central Region.  Our community intertwines and meaningfully integrates the communities of both Carroll Manor and Jacksonville Elementary in support of our families and children.  On the heels of 2+ years interrupted by COVID and associated precaution within BCPS and our communities, I'd like to think that we could all respons
	• March 6, 2023, 16:09, K. Edwards - I'm a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Publish School's Central Region.  Our community intertwines and meaningfully integrates the communities of both Carroll Manor and Jacksonville Elementary in support of our families and children.  On the heels of 2+ years interrupted by COVID and associated precaution within BCPS and our communities, I'd like to think that we could all respons
	• March 6, 2023, 16:09, K. Edwards - I'm a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Publish School's Central Region.  Our community intertwines and meaningfully integrates the communities of both Carroll Manor and Jacksonville Elementary in support of our families and children.  On the heels of 2+ years interrupted by COVID and associated precaution within BCPS and our communities, I'd like to think that we could all respons


	Additionally, Map 1 (or a more favorable variation of Map 1) minimizes disruption from Elementary to Middle and then later Middle to High School.   
	Another factor to consider, our families in the Jacksonville and Carroll Manor communities frequent and have daily ""life impacts"" in the Timonium, Cockeysville, Hunt Valley area.  This includes older children attending Dulaney High School which is in close proximity to Cockeysville Middle School.  Disrupting this family ""life flow"" will negatively impact the very students that BCPS and this committee is to be representing and serving.  I imagine that the other communities and zones have similar efficien
	 
	With a new school in the northeast area / communities, it seems the more the boundary impact can be isolated to a smaller geographic area that higher probability that a solution can be achieved with minimum disruption.  I do not see how extending the boundary impact into the central zones / communities helps to achieve the stated objectives for this study, BCPS or the overall student population's best interest. 
	Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.  I truly value the best interest of all of our students and communities potentially impacted and hope a solution is selected that minimizes disruption for all. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 16:14, L.  - I like option 6 
	• March 6, 2023, 16:14, L.  - I like option 6 
	• March 6, 2023, 16:14, L.  - I like option 6 


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 16:41, K. Vocci - I am writing in support of the proposal that uses Goucher Boulevard as the dividing line between Loch Raven Academy and Dumbarton middle school districts. Children from the neighborhoods of Fellowship Forest, Greenbrier, and Knollwood should not have to cross such a busy road to get to school. Moreover, graduating from Dumbarton Middle to Towson High would be a smooth transition for the children of the above neighborhoods and conducive to community building among our youth
	• March 6, 2023, 16:41, K. Vocci - I am writing in support of the proposal that uses Goucher Boulevard as the dividing line between Loch Raven Academy and Dumbarton middle school districts. Children from the neighborhoods of Fellowship Forest, Greenbrier, and Knollwood should not have to cross such a busy road to get to school. Moreover, graduating from Dumbarton Middle to Towson High would be a smooth transition for the children of the above neighborhoods and conducive to community building among our youth
	• March 6, 2023, 16:41, K. Vocci - I am writing in support of the proposal that uses Goucher Boulevard as the dividing line between Loch Raven Academy and Dumbarton middle school districts. Children from the neighborhoods of Fellowship Forest, Greenbrier, and Knollwood should not have to cross such a busy road to get to school. Moreover, graduating from Dumbarton Middle to Towson High would be a smooth transition for the children of the above neighborhoods and conducive to community building among our youth


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 17:22, B. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 17:22, B. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 17:22, B. McCollum - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children." 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 17:29, C. Hartsell - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 17:29, C. Hartsell - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 17:29, C. Hartsell - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the number of their middle school peers from the same community would 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 18:37, J. Sheffield - We are a Riderwood family that is currently zoned for Ridgely. We STRONGLY OPPOSE the proposed change to Dumbarton. There needs to be an option that allows us to remain at Ridgely and/or the Riderwood community needs to be removed from this study.  
	• March 6, 2023, 18:37, J. Sheffield - We are a Riderwood family that is currently zoned for Ridgely. We STRONGLY OPPOSE the proposed change to Dumbarton. There needs to be an option that allows us to remain at Ridgely and/or the Riderwood community needs to be removed from this study.  
	• March 6, 2023, 18:37, J. Sheffield - We are a Riderwood family that is currently zoned for Ridgely. We STRONGLY OPPOSE the proposed change to Dumbarton. There needs to be an option that allows us to remain at Ridgely and/or the Riderwood community needs to be removed from this study.  


	Dumbarton is further away (more than double the distance) and pulls us away from our Lutherville Timonium community where we have INTENTIONALLY built social, sports and activity connections. We are VERY CONCERNED about our students then going from Dumbarton to Dulaney. These locations and communities are not close at all and our students 
	will be at a significant social disadvantage having to start all over again in a high school where there are just a few (very few) familiar students. Our Riderwood kids would be the only ones going to Dulaney. To be clear, we DO NOT want to be zoned for Towson High.  
	It is frustrating that central schools and communities are negatively impacted.  We have already been through so much with how BCPS handled COVID and the delayed return to school. My child was significantly affected by virtual learning both academically and socially. We are just barely getting back on track. This just throws another unnecessary challenge to social development and recovery by sending us to a school further away and one that will make for a difficult transition from middle to high school.  
	The Riderwood community currently zoned for Ridgely wants to remain unchanged.  
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 18:50, C. Wilmoth - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 18:50, C. Wilmoth - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 18:50, C. Wilmoth - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children" 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 19:07, M. K - Hello.  I am writing to express concern over new developments in the NE area that are affecting elementary enrollment and ultimately middle and high school.  Vincent Farm opened for students as a new school 11 years ago.  It has been redistricted twice, once as a relief that sent many students to Chapel Hill and most recently with Rossville.  Rossville affected a minimal amount of students at VFES (under 20).   
	• March 6, 2023, 19:07, M. K - Hello.  I am writing to express concern over new developments in the NE area that are affecting elementary enrollment and ultimately middle and high school.  Vincent Farm opened for students as a new school 11 years ago.  It has been redistricted twice, once as a relief that sent many students to Chapel Hill and most recently with Rossville.  Rossville affected a minimal amount of students at VFES (under 20).   
	• March 6, 2023, 19:07, M. K - Hello.  I am writing to express concern over new developments in the NE area that are affecting elementary enrollment and ultimately middle and high school.  Vincent Farm opened for students as a new school 11 years ago.  It has been redistricted twice, once as a relief that sent many students to Chapel Hill and most recently with Rossville.  Rossville affected a minimal amount of students at VFES (under 20).   


	Vincent Farm Elementary is currently over 100% capacity.  The school is capacity rated for 689.  This school year, over 750 students are enrolled.  Projections for 2027 show the school being at 140% over capacity with almost 961 students.  That is larger than several of the middle schools included in the study and not in any way conducive for learning, especially for our youngest students.   
	I believe the overcrowding is due to the plethora of homes being built in Greenleigh and along Campbell Blvd.  The NE area is being inundated with new developments.   
	Unless the problem is addressed at the elementary level, I believe it will follow these children thru middle and high school.   Please consider the new housing neighborhoods when making decisions.   
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 19:14, A. Osmeyer - Keep the boundaries as they are. There is no need to change them.  
	• March 6, 2023, 19:14, A. Osmeyer - Keep the boundaries as they are. There is no need to change them.  
	• March 6, 2023, 19:14, A. Osmeyer - Keep the boundaries as they are. There is no need to change them.  


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 19:18, N. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 
	• March 6, 2023, 19:18, N. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 
	• March 6, 2023, 19:18, N. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary 


	Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 
	Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 
	Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. Thank you, Natalie Fil 
	• March 6, 2023, 20:00, K. Beninghove - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map
	• March 6, 2023, 20:00, K. Beninghove - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map
	• March 6, 2023, 20:00, K. Beninghove - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, 
	emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. Sincerely, Kelly Beninghove 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 20:55, P. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map option
	• March 6, 2023, 20:55, P. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map option
	• March 6, 2023, 20:55, P. Fil - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map option


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life 
	patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:08, B. Wassenius - CMES Community Letter I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:08, B. Wassenius - CMES Community Letter I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:08, B. Wassenius - CMES Community Letter I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of 


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-being. 
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:12, M. Lashley - Keep our schools intact 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:12, M. Lashley - Keep our schools intact 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:12, M. Lashley - Keep our schools intact 


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:14, M. Hellmers - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 21:14, M. Hellmers - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 6, 2023, 21:14, M. Hellmers - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	March 6, 2023, 21:15, A. Wolfsheimer - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map 
	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	C, or D, would jeopardize these connections and threaten the continuity of our entire community. Redistricting Carroll Manor students to Pine Grove would not only negatively impact our students by severing their community connections and reducing peer support, but it would also have a significant ripple effect on Jacksonville Elementary students as the number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly diminished. 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:33, B. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 21:33, B. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op
	• March 6, 2023, 21:33, B. Carlson - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map op


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. 
	Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can be together in middle school. Separating Carroll Manor Elementary School students from their Jacksonville peers by redistricting them to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicat
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:51, G. Fortuna - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:51, G. Fortuna - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 
	• March 6, 2023, 21:51, G. Fortuna - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two 


	elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 
	elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 
	elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the 
	Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 22:08, R. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary ma
	• March 6, 2023, 22:08, R. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary ma
	• March 6, 2023, 22:08, R. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary ma


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, 
	community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 22:09, B. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary ma
	• March 6, 2023, 22:09, B. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary ma
	• March 6, 2023, 22:09, B. Znamirowski - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary ma


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt 
	Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 6, 2023, 22:28, S. K - I vote for Option C. I am a parent of two children who would go from Carroll Manor Elementary to Ridgely Middle School. My community feeds to Ridgely Middle.  I have one child going to Ridgley MS and another will be going to Ridgley starting from session 23-24. Changing the school boundary means that they will have to cut off the relations with friends, teachers and staff and establish new relationships for only a short period of time to another school. Middle school is an imp
	• March 6, 2023, 22:28, S. K - I vote for Option C. I am a parent of two children who would go from Carroll Manor Elementary to Ridgely Middle School. My community feeds to Ridgely Middle.  I have one child going to Ridgley MS and another will be going to Ridgley starting from session 23-24. Changing the school boundary means that they will have to cut off the relations with friends, teachers and staff and establish new relationships for only a short period of time to another school. Middle school is an imp
	• March 6, 2023, 22:28, S. K - I vote for Option C. I am a parent of two children who would go from Carroll Manor Elementary to Ridgely Middle School. My community feeds to Ridgely Middle.  I have one child going to Ridgley MS and another will be going to Ridgley starting from session 23-24. Changing the school boundary means that they will have to cut off the relations with friends, teachers and staff and establish new relationships for only a short period of time to another school. Middle school is an imp


	 
	• March 6, 2023, 22:33, G. Crupi - I live in the Carroll Manor Elementary School and Cockeysville Middle School districts. It is important to me that my children attend Cockeysville Middle with the other children from their community. Splitting our Greater Jacksonville Community in half will be detrimental to their education and development. Our children are more than just numbers/pawns to be moved around. 
	• March 6, 2023, 22:33, G. Crupi - I live in the Carroll Manor Elementary School and Cockeysville Middle School districts. It is important to me that my children attend Cockeysville Middle with the other children from their community. Splitting our Greater Jacksonville Community in half will be detrimental to their education and development. Our children are more than just numbers/pawns to be moved around. 
	• March 6, 2023, 22:33, G. Crupi - I live in the Carroll Manor Elementary School and Cockeysville Middle School districts. It is important to me that my children attend Cockeysville Middle with the other children from their community. Splitting our Greater Jacksonville Community in half will be detrimental to their education and development. Our children are more than just numbers/pawns to be moved around. 


	I am in favor of Map A (previously Map 1) that is being considered, or, if another map MUST be chosen, I would want it modified so that the Carroll Manor Elementary School district remains completely as it currently is. This would require amending Maps B, C, & D 
	so that Carroll Manor remains unchanged from current districting.  We are a small enough school that that should be doable. 
	Please remember that our children are not just numbers on the page, and that studies show they do best in school amongst peers they know. Map 1 is a strong option that is good for all of BCPS. 
	 
	• March 7, 2023, 06:11, K. Rector - Edit with the Docs app Make tweaks, leave comments, and share with others to edit at the same time.NO THANKSGET THE APP CMES Community Letter 
	• March 7, 2023, 06:11, K. Rector - Edit with the Docs app Make tweaks, leave comments, and share with others to edit at the same time.NO THANKSGET THE APP CMES Community Letter 
	• March 7, 2023, 06:11, K. Rector - Edit with the Docs app Make tweaks, leave comments, and share with others to edit at the same time.NO THANKSGET THE APP CMES Community Letter 


	I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map options present to our community. 
	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to 
	Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering and overall engagement. 
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 7, 2023, 06:52, L. McCusker - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 7, 2023, 06:52, L. McCusker - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 7, 2023, 06:52, L. McCusker - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, will be highly disruptive to their academic progress, social and emotional development, and mental well-being. 
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
	Please reconsider ANY proposed boundary maps which redistrict ANY Carroll Manor Elementary School students to Pine Grove Middle School. Please maintain the unity of the Greater Jacksonville community and show your support in keeping communities together by not splitting our children. 
	 
	• March 7, 2023, 07:05, M. Gilson - Why are my children who live in rosedale even consider being sent to a school in Essex? When the new middle school was planned we were told all golden ring childern would be sent there. This shouldn't even be an issue for my children.   
	• March 7, 2023, 07:05, M. Gilson - Why are my children who live in rosedale even consider being sent to a school in Essex? When the new middle school was planned we were told all golden ring childern would be sent there. This shouldn't even be an issue for my children.   
	• March 7, 2023, 07:05, M. Gilson - Why are my children who live in rosedale even consider being sent to a school in Essex? When the new middle school was planned we were told all golden ring childern would be sent there. This shouldn't even be an issue for my children.   


	 
	• March 7, 2023, 07:25, C. Keppeler - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 7, 2023, 07:25, C. Keppeler - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o
	• March 7, 2023, 07:25, C. Keppeler - I am a member of the Carroll Manor Community - Boundary Study Assembly located in the Greater Jacksonville area of Baltimore County Public School’s Central Region. Greater Jacksonville is a tightly-knit community, with two elementary schools located just 3.5 miles apart and contained within a 5-mile radius. I am writing to you today in reference to the Central and Northeast Area Middle School Boundary Study and the potential impacts that three of the four boundary map o


	For generations, Carroll Manor Elementary School and Jacksonville Elementary School have fed into two middle schools – Cockeysville Middle School and Ridgely Middle School. Despite attending different elementary schools, our children form close bonds from a young age through sports leagues, social events, scout troops, and church groups in the Greater Jacksonville community, extending westward to the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley areas. Our children eagerly anticipate the day they can 
	number of their middle school peers from the same community would be significantly diminished. 
	Transitioning to middle school can be challenging for kids, and sending them to a school in an unfamiliar community where they are not socially established can worsen the situation. Research indicates that having peers in middle school with whom a child shares social and community ties positively affects a child’s academic performance. Studies have shown that children with strong social connections with their peers have better educational outcomes, such as higher grades and increased motivation to learn. Wh
	Additionally, since the social, economic, and employment ties of our community primarily extend westward to the I-83 corridor in the Cockeysville, Lutherville-Timonium, and Hunt Valley regions, redistricting our children, as indicated in boundary map options B, C, or D, to Pine Grove Middle School located so far southeast, would significantly disrupt these real-life patterns, making commutes more complicated and reducing opportunities for parental involvement in the school community, such as volunteering an
	In summary, redistricting any Carroll Manor Elementary students to Pine Grove Middle School, as indicated in map options B, C, and D, where we have no existing social, community, or recreational connections, will sever established relationships, fracture historical community borders, have adverse effects on our children’s academic, social, emotional and mental well-being, and present logistical challenges for parents and caregivers. 
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	• March 7, 2023, 09:25, C. Parent - Please do not even consider altering the current plan for Riderwood communities. This disrupts relationships that are already built in our neighboring communities where many of our activities take place. This creates logistical stress on parents with children in various stages of education and activities. This is in addition to the emotional stability of the small percentage of students yearly that will be pulled from their social groups at Dumbarton to attend Dulaney Hig
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	I encourage the board to explore additional options that do not require a change to the Riderwood community (a current 60/40 split) and look at schools that could benefit from a more equal, or nonexistent, split. This should be done in an attempt to minimize the disruption of the emotional development and security of these teenagers.   
	Another option would be to remove Central from this decision all together. Handle the Northeast now and then re-evaluate after schools have been formally closed and new housing built in that area.  Central students should not be penalized for poor planning in other districts.  " 
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	• March 7, 2023, 09:53, J. - Hello, I am currently districted for Mays Chapel/ Ridgely ( Falls road corridor) I would like to see my neighborhood remain in these current boundaries. Over the past several decades, we have seen very little development in our area, so I don’t feel we should be subjected to a change in our schools.  We have a rising 6th grader and she has been preparing for Ridgely and already making friends that will be attending as well. I don’t think it’s fair to disrupt so many kids’ path, 
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